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NWC TP 5319, Part 1

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Afterburning exhaust plumes of rocket p.opulsion systems interfere with radio
frequency (RF) transmission. This interference is caused by absorption, refraction,
diffraction, r~lcction, and modulation effects of the plumes on RF transmissions
through them. Such interference can prevent guided missiles from achieving their
operational objectives. Other problems arise from plume interference with range
telemetry and range comimand-destruct signals.

This publication is concerned with signal interference by low- to medium-
altitude lurnes (less than 75,000 feet) in which mixing and afterburning with air
constitut.. a major source of heat in the plume. Some of the chemical reactions
occurring at the resulting high temperatwre release free electrons into the plume flow,
predominantly by reactions rlated to ionization of alkali metal impurities in the
propellant. A minor degree of ionization is due also to chemi-ionization, but this
source of free electrons needs to be considered only in very pure liquid propellant
systems with no chamber or nozzle ablation effects.

Plume signal interference at higher altitudes falls beyond the range of most of
our work at the Naval Weapons Center (NWC). In such cases the plume does not
afierurn, anud plumc siructufu aand other propltiCs can be calculated by ;nvrsed-I
techniques. From this point, the calculation of interactions with RF radiation is similar
to that for afterburning plumes.

Theoretically, all RF/plume interactions are contained in the solution to
Maxwell's wave equations in a time-dependent lossy medium. However, since this
solution has proved intractable for any real cases of interest, it has been necessary to
subdivide the problem into several specific types of interactions and deal with each of
those individually. In this manner, theoretical assumptions and approximations can be
applied to the phenomena for which they seem reasonable without oversimplifying the
general problem. Thus, we may treat absorption, refraction, diffraction, and reflection
separately, although it is their combined effect which results in what we observe as

attenuation. We further separate modulation effets (and those closely-related ones
which appear as radar cross section) into a special categ y of time-dependent or
turbulence-related effects.

While 't is not assumed that the reader necessarily has any prior experience in
plume-signal interference technology, a familiarity with interference problems is
presumed. Therefore, the preceding discussion of the problem has been brief.

Although the "arcane art" of predicting rocket exhaust plume RF/interference
has grown vigorously over the past decade, no prior effort other than a recent review
paper (Ref. 1) has been made to summarize the techniques available for dealing with
the problem. When this report was originally conceived six years ago, it was envisioned
as a primer in radar attenuation by rocket plumes. The original draft was partially
completed when progress was rudely jarred by the following realizations:

3



NWC TP .. ' art I

I. Existing plume models did not account for flight effects in , realistic
manner. Most notably, the important e^fects of missile base geometry were
ignored in the models.

2. Existing RF interaction models based on line-of-sight propagation tailed to
accurately predict diagonal attenuation for static tests of many high-energy
propellants.

3. There were inconsistencies between attenution data on the same propellant
fired in different size motors. These inconsistencies could not be explained
by existing models.

4. There was lack of agreement between transverse attenuation measurements
and analytical predictions.

5. Plume-induced noise data did not fit predictions based on plume turbulence
models.

6. No chemical models existed for predicting the suppression of electron
density by propellant additives.

These difficuiiies lvc but, attacked in the i ..... n.- years. While it would be
foolish to think these difficulties have been conquered, we now have tools for dealing
with all of the ter improvemets in plume technology are being sought; in the
future, some of the techniques described here will be superceded. Nevertheless, the
time for collecting the technology and presenting it in one place now seems
opportune.

This report is intended to serve as a guidebook for solving plume-signal interference
problems. An earlier paper (Ref. 1) summarized the problem, available data, and
analytical models. This report (Part 1) takes the next step and leads the reader
through the use of analytical models by actually solving realistic attenuation problems.
In Part 2, (Rcf. 2) modulation or noise induced on RF signals by plumes is discussed

in terms of experimental data and a predictive model. Additionai aspects of plume
technology will be treated in workbook fashion in the JANNAF Plume Technology
Handbook now in preparation (Ref. 3).

Analytical models of both plume dynamics and electromagnetic wave inter-
actions with plumes range from the trivially simple to formulations which are tao
complex to have yet been solved. Between these extremes is a wide range of models
which have been used with varying degrees of success to predict and explain the
results of piume-signal interference measurements in a variety of test and flight
situations. Those models which have been developed and/or used at NWC are described
in detail with examples of their use. Other models, with which we have little or no
working expexience, are discussed with reference to their sources.

4



NWC TP 5319, Part I

The approach used in this publication follows that recommended in Ref. 4.
Figure I is a logic diagram to the solution of interference problems and to tools
available for their solution. Sections 2.0 and 3.0 of this report follow the logic
diagram through the techniques of plume property determination and calculation of
electromagnetic interactions. Sectin 4.0 is a summary of available data and Section
5.0 presents the solution of sample problems.

2.0 PLUME MODELS

Predictions of plume-induced RF attenuation based entirely on calculated plume
structures and properties have been made since about 1965 (Ref. 5 through 10). Prior
to that time, the predictions were usually made for calculated exit plane conditions or
for data correlations in which electron-density and electron-neutral collision frequencies
were "backed out" of measured attenuation values.

In order to calculate steady state attenuation, one must first map the plume
electron density and collision frequency contours in space. Because of the complexities
of plume chemistry, this requires sophisticated calculations of other plume properties
including temperature, pressure, velocity, density, majcr neutral species and minor (but
critically important) ionic species. In some cases, especially where reaction rate
chemistry is included. some minor neutral species concentrations may aipo b. very -

[, important. The physics and chemistry of plume mixing ane afterburning with air must
also be accounted for in the low-to-intermediate altitude (below 75,000 Zeet) plumes
of tactical missiles with which this report deals.

Because the theory of plume flow fields has been dealt with many times in
many places (Ref. 2 through 18), it will not be repeated here. For afterburning
plumes, it is often unnecessary to consider the shock intersection structure which has a
minor effect compared with the much larger volume of high-temperature high-electron
density gas due to afterburning. Even for low attenuating systems, very good
agreement has been obtained between data and theory by simple superpogition of
independently calculated inviscid and afterbuming plume properties (Ref. 8) (Figure 2).

The total plume structure model is outlined in Figure 3. For some cases,
several factors may be eliminated For example, for a plume exhausting into still air,
the free-stream velocity is zero and the base recirculation is negligible. For optimally
expanded nozzles with small exit cone angles, the shock structire may be ignored
without serious error. Multiphase flow is generally ignored in plume calculetions used
for RF interaction predictions. This approximation has not caused any failures that we
know of. However, it is well-known that high concentrations of fine particles have a
major effect on the gas properties in a jet (Ref. 19, 20).

5
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NWC TP 5319, Part I

In the remainder of this section, the various methods used at NWC for
calculating plume properties preparatory to making RF interactiun predictions are
described. Several other methods are also referenced. The reader is referred to original
sources for computer programs and user manuals.

2.1 CHAMBER REACTIONS AND NOZZLE EXPANSION

All plume computations require as input the temperature and species at the
nozzle exit. The NWC plume model (Section 2.6.2) and the Brigham Young University
(BYU) base recirculation model (Section 2.4) have internal subroutines which compute
the exit properties from propellant composition and chamber pressure for later use
within the programs. When working with the other p' 'me programs described under
Sections 2.6 and 2.7, it is necessary to first perform the chamber and nozzle
calculations with an appropriate computer program. Several computer programs are
available for performing this one-dimensional calculation assuming chamber and nozzle
chemical equilibrium with isentropic expansion (Ref. 21 through 23). At NWC we use
the Propellant Evaluatior Program (PEP) (Ref. 21) ince it was developed here and
expertise in its use and modification is locally available. I

More sophisticated t tment of the chamber combustion may be desired in
some liquid systems. For example, the CONTAM program (Ref. 24) developed by
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company providcs analysis of transient combu-tion
processes in the chamber, including feedline dynamics, injection, atomization, droplet
drag, heat-up/vaporization, gas-phase combustion, deposition on combustion walls, and
ejection of gas- and liquid-phase propellant into the nozzle throat. We believe that this
precise a calculation is rarely needed for tactical missile RF problems, although it can
be of major importance for plume impingement or contamination studies.

Chamber chemical non-equilibrium was suspected several times in the past when

the failure of calculations to reproduce measured attenuation data was attributed to
characteristic exhaust velocity (c*) inefficiency (Ref. 25). Since c* varies as the square
root of nozzle inlet temperature, theoretical attenuation values could be widely
adjusted by small percentage changes in c*. In addition to lacking strong experimental
evidence, this method of adjusting theoretical nozzle exit properties should be frowned
on because measiured c* values usually belie their theoretical basis (Ref. 26).

The CONTAM program also provides an improved treatment of nozzle flow by
accounting for multi-phase transport including momentum and energy coupling betweenthe phases. Additional sophistication can be obtained by including chemical reaction

rate effects (kinetics) in the reactions occurring during nozzle expansion. Both one-
and two-dimensional kinetic nozzle analysis programs are available (Ref. 27, 28). The
principal differences between the two programs are that the one-dimensional solution
ignores nonaxial steamlincs and shocks within the nozzle. These limitations are
overcome in the two-dimensional solution. A two-dimensional equilibrium nozzle
program is available in Ref. 29, and a turbulent boundary layer nozzle analysis
computer program in Ref. 30.

9
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NWC TP 5319, Part I

For plume-signal interference problems, it is essential that ionization chemistry
alto be considered so that the calculated properties at the nozzle exit include ionized
species concentrations (e.g., Na+, C-, OH-, and e-) as well as concentrations of
neutral species, temperature, gas constant, and the other gas properties output by all
of the nozzle programs.

2.1.1 The Fuel index

T he fuel index was proposed (Ref. 31) as a convenient index of the relative
capability of a fuel-rich rocket exhaust to afterburn with atmospheric oxygen. The fuel
index is defined as the proportion of combustible gas to total gas at the nozzle exit.

F2 = (H + H, + CO)(H + H, + CO + CO2 + H20 + HCI) (1)

As indicated in Figure 4. the transverse microwave attenuation increases rapidly
with increasing fuel index. This correlation can serve as a guide for determining the
relative merits of several propellant compositions. It seems unlikely that fuel index
could serve as a basis for an empirical scheme for predicting in-flight attenuation
because too many other variables are involved. The exit temperature, metal (Al)
concentration, binder and oxidizer type, missile shape and trajectory will all have a
major influence on attenuation level. Thus, although fuel index can be used to
estimate the relative attenuation to be expected for propellants within a given
propellant family, from the standpoint of the remaindcr of this repor, the concept has
little use.

5
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FIGURE 4. Effect of Fuel Index on Attenuation for Typical Sulid Propellant.
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2.2 EQUILIBRIUM EXHAUST-AIR MIXTURES

All equilibrium plume mixing and afterburning models yield (I) the ratio of
exhaust gas to air at each point in space, (2) the temperature and species concentra-
tions at each point, which result from allowing the mixed eas to achieve thermochem-
ical equilibrium, and (3) electron-neutral co-lision frequencies (if plume-signal interfer-
ence calculations are to be made).

Since equilibrium chemistry is independent of the path which constituents have
taken to a given spacial point, it is practical to consider making this calculation prior
to commencing the equilibrium plum. calculation. The chemical calculation is
performed within the NWC plume computer program SUPPEP (Section 2.6.2), BYU
base recirculation (2.4., ABL plume (2.6.3) and BYU aft-plume (2.6.4) models. The
simple RPE model (2.6.1) contains no chemical computations and so, if that p!ume
model is used, the results of equilibrium exhaust-air afterburning calculations must be
input.

It is important that energy, mass, and momentum be conserved in performing
the afterburning calculations. In the past, workers have occasicnally forgotten to
include the contribution of -nixing to the energy (enthalpy) equation. The basis of
that calculation follows.

The enthalpy in contours of constant f (exhaust gas mass fraction) i% assumed
to be equal to the sum:

(Exha. st gas static enthalpy within the contour)
+ (Free s:ream static enthalpy within the contour)
+ (Enthalpy recovered by reducing the exhaust velocity to the mixing

contour velocity)
(Enthalpy lost by increasing the free stream velocity to the mixing contour
velocity)

= Static enthalpy in mixing contour

The equilibrium thermochemical computer program used in conjunction with an
afterbuming program usually treats a total mass of 100 grams. Consequently, it is
convenient to use a fractional factor (f) in the afterburning calculation and retain the
100-gram basis of the calculation. Use is made of the following nomenclature:

f = mass fraction of exhaust gas in a contour of the mixing region = me/(me +ni,)
H = stagnation enthalpy of 100 grams of exhaust jet gas (calories)

= static enthalpy of 100 grams of exhaust jet gas at exit plane (calories)

he = static enthalpy of 100 grams of free stream air (calories)

h = static enthalpy of 100 grams of mixed gas in a mixing contour (calories)

uj = I2c(H - hi) (for 100 grams) = exhaust velocity at exit plane (meters/sec)

II
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I = free stream velocity (meters/sec)

u = velocity in a mixing contour (meters/sec)

c = conversion factor = 41.86 m 2 - 100 g

cal- sec 2

m = 100 grams = total mass in mixing contour
mi = mass of exhaust gas in a mixing contour z fm

me = mass of frec stream air in a mixing contour = (I - f)m

From conservation of momnturn (with unity Prandtl (Pr) and Schmidt (Scp

numbers)

mu = mjuj + m ue

mu fmu + (1- Ofmu e  (2)

or

u= fui +(0-- 0%

and
u - Ile

0 f J Ce J f C-u

For a static firing (quiescent free stream), ue 0 and u = fuj.

From conservation of energy

m(h + u2 /2) = m( + u2/2) + me(he + u2/2) (3)

and the general equation for enthalpy at velocity (u) is

2 -0 2 1

hh3(f)-tu?) 2c ' u 4

For a static firing Eq. 4 becomes:
L

h-- h(f) + (I - f)h e +--L (M)(l - f)2.

or

h = hj(f) +0 - f)he + ft - f)(H -l)

12
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When it is assumed that Pr = Sc = 1, the relationship u-u f  h h is
true, ej -U j - h

For non-unity Pr and Sc numbers, the relationship must be altered to

u -u (h - h\I/Pr
fl/s;= (5)

Under these conditions, for which there is a considerable body of evidence (Ref. 32),
a contour for a given mass fraction (f) will not be the contour for the same value of
velocity and enthalpy ratio. Thus, the simplifying relationships which underlie the NWC
SUPPEP plume model do not hold in general and in the newer, more sophisticated
programs (Sections 2.6.3, 2.6.4, 2.7.1 and 2.7.2), these simplifications are not
necessary.

2.3 STATIC VERSUS FLIGHT CONDITIONS

There are major differences between modeling static and dynamic mixing
plumes. For one thing, the six mixing plume models which follow have been used to
adequately predict static transverse attenuation, with no consideration given to inviscid
structure. The addition of" inviscid structure has provided additional improvement by
predicting local increases in attenuation due to shock intersections. One would expect
that mixing models based on the inviscid plume boundary or slip line should be
suptrior since they have a physical basis for locating the mixing region (Figure 3).

The situation is much more complicated for predicting plume structure and
properties with a moving free stream. The base region, which separates the exhaust gas
and free stream at the nozzle exit, can make a major contribution to the aft-plujne
geometry and che istry. Mixing starts in the base region and, under some conditions,
ignition of the plume may also start there.

Downstream of the base, the flow conditions are no longer those of free stream
and nozzle exit. An inviscid plume must be defined and toth internal and external
pressures and velocities are needed, point-to-point. A mixing model can then be
superimposed on the inviscid plume. Ideally the whole plume, inviscid and viscous,?
should be solved simultaneously downstream of the base region (Ref. 15).

2.4 BASE RECIRCULATION AND REACTIONS

It has been demonstrated that recirculation and combustion in the base region
of a flying missile can seriously modify the structure and properties of the rocket
plume (Ref. 33, 34). The work of Btheim, et al., (Ret. 35, 36) and Dixon, et al.,

13
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(Ref. 37) served as the basis for a computer model of base recirculation and reactions
developed by Hedman, Smoot, and Simonsen (Ref. 38, 13). Other work has been
reported by Addy (Ref. 39) and Baughman and Kochenderfer (Ref. 40).

In the base region, jet-air mixing forms chemical and physical inputs to the
inviscid and aft-plume calculations. It provides ionic, species, thermal, and pressure
conditions in the base region, It determines the trailing shock geometry, the aft- *
external and ;nternal pressures and the effective plume size.

The base model of Ref. 13, as modified in Ref. 32, is used at NWC.' Several
sample base calculations are shown in Figure 5. It is easily seen that the greater the
ratio of the base to nozzle diameter, the greater the effect of the base both in
increasing the plume radius and increasing the temperature resulting from equilibrium
reactions in the base region. The "flower pot" base of Figure 5d causes particularly
high base temperatures. Neglecting base chemical reactions decreases the calculated base
pressure and temperature in Figure 5a by facto rs of 1/5 and 1/3. respectively.
Lowering the recompression efficiency to 90% increased base pressure 13%, but caused
little change in base temperature. Increasing base ratio (rn/rb) from 0.6 to 0.9,
increased the base pressure (+21%) and decreased the base temperature (-33%) as
shown in Figure 5b. Reducing the boat-tail angle from -10 degrees to 0 degree
reduced base pressure (-327o), with little change in base temperature (+7%) as shown
in Figure 5c. These exampies are taken frum Ref. 32.

In addition to providing input for a method of characteristics (MOC) inviscid
plume program (Section 2.5) and for the aft-mixing and afterburning plume program
(Section 2.6.4), the base model also has built into it several earlier versions of the
BYU aft-plume model (Ref. 13). The base program can be run with any of the
following options:

1. Complete Program. All components of the program are run, with all input
parameters for the aft-plume being obtained internally from the base region computa-
tion. Runs can be made with or without line-of-sight radar attenuation computations.

2. Without Base Effects. Components of the program for the chamber, nozzle,
and aft-plume regions (with or vithout a radar attenuation computation) can be run
separately without computing base region structure, (e.g., to describe a jet where base

flow can be ignored).

3. Specified Aft-Plume Input. All components of t;,: program can be run, with
any of several input parameters for the aft-plume subroutine being input directly,
rather than being obtained from the base region computation (e.g., to dc*ermine
effects of varying static pressure, free stream velocity, etc.).

I Developed for the Naval Weapons Center on Contract No. N00123-70-C.0274.
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4. Base Region Only. Components of the program for chamber, nozzle, and
base region can be run separately without computing the aft-plume properties or radar
attenuation (e.g., to obtain base pressure or base drag computations).

The program has a major weakness as a total plume program since the species

computed in the base region do not flow into the aft-plume. However, the calculated
base pressure and temperature and the calculated external environment do become
input to the aft-plume. If Option 4 of the base model is used (base region only), the
calculated base properties can be input directly (with ambient conditions) to the
internal-external MOC program (Ref. 32) of Section 2.5. Both the base and MOC
program outputs become input for an improved aft-plume model (Ref. 32) described in
Section 2.6.4 which can use the radially varying base properties as input, and can also
use the longitudinally varying pressure and velocities obtained from the MOC program.

2.5 INVISCID PLUME

Whereas an inviscid plume model (complete absence of viscous effects) describes
the entire flow field of higher altitude rocket exhausts, it is only part of the solution

for plumes at the lower altitudes at which tactical missiles travel. The inviscid plume
describes the boundary across which air and jet gases mix as well as Tie shock
locations within the jet. In tis section. some simple models are explained in enough
detail so that the reader can use them without reference to additional sources.

Love, et al., (Ref. 41) summarized the results of inviscid plume calculations for 4

a wide range of initial conditions in tht form of graphs, which are useful for
predicting plume boundaries.

Several simple empirical models for predicting normal shock (Mach disc) a
location in jets have been published (Ref. 42 through 45). Lewis and Carlson (Ref. 42)
reported excellent agreement between data and theory for normal shock locations using
the equation

x/re- 1.38M12Pi (I + 0. 197MI"45 O.65)' (6)

for underexpande 1 pure- or gas-particle jets where x is the distance to the normal
shock, re is the nozzle exit radius, M_ is the nozzle exit Mach number, P. and P_ are
the jet exit and ambient static pressures respectively and 0 is the particle-to-gas mass
fraction. According to this equation, jets laden with 10 and 50% particle mass will
have shock locations reduced to 82 and 62%, respectively, of the distance for a pure
gas jet. Williams, Hartsock, and Buckley (Ref. 14) have shown that Eq. 6 also applies
to locating the Mach disc for a jet in a dynamic environment. It should be roted that
the Mach disc diameter will be reduced for a jet with a moving free stream and with
increased external Mach number, the Mach disc could completely disappear.

16
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Buckley and Myers (Ref. 46) described a model to correct a pa allel-mixing
plume model for nozzle underexpa'ision. As illustrated in igure 6, the jet flow
expands through an atngle (60 ' Od) to a pressure P,, equal to the pressure reached
when the external flow is ccmnpressed from P, through an angle 6. to P0. Downstream
of the first plume wavelength, it is assumed that thz flow is uniform and the pressure
is iatmlospheric.

It is assumed in the Buckley-Mye-s model that the inviscid boundary can be
4 described by

(r - ril )/(rj - rid1 = e -bx (7)

whcre rm is the maximum radius of the inviscid plume boundary and b = tan (d
(r. - j-) It is further assumed that

( - "-)/(Pb0 - P) =e _CX (8)

where it is assumed that c a b. Assuming uniform flow conditions &t the nozzle exit
and at the downstream location where the plume pressure is that of the environment,
ccnservation of tnomentum. yields

EXTERNAL SHOCK

INVISCID PLUME BOUNDARY

?b1V
M. ~
P4 m0

_____ ___ r

M
On=

FIGURE 6. Low-Altitude Inviscid Plume Model (Ref. 46).
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-q-A7,-7I + lM2/[+ - - (9)

where

Mm = I/(Y -i)2 +2(rI/r)2(PJ2[M+( i  - l)M4/(3j ~ I -

- l/(y - )}ad2 (10)

inviscid plume boundaries. The results are shown for M = 3.0, l = 1.2, On = 15 degrees
and y = 1.4 for a range 0< M.< 5 in Figures 7 through 10. JThe dynamic effect is

i ll;€l~eauily appaci-- t .... i gumc 7 andii,. 7ili' -I" wh..liic.ii .... *u ii,., i dl..il", . pIth-
u

n
l

-
i'  

=-- • . to.i-l " i CO-.press as

M_ is increased. Figure 9 indicates that the plume compression is accompanied by an
increase in um (velocity at rm), which is particularly significant at higher PjIP. These
relationships can be used as inputs to modify perfectly expanded plume models to
account for the effects of underexpansion in static or dynamic environments.

Two different techniques, illustrated in Figure 11, were used to correct the
input to the perfectly expanded flow model to account for the effects of under-
expansion. In Figure I Ia, three different plume contours are shown for the same value
of P,/P.. The thickest plume results if the nozzle exhausts into a static environment;
the plume boundary pressure being equal to P,. If external flow is added, the
maximum plume radius decreases from rm to rm, and the pressure along the plume

boundary now varies, decreasing from Pb at the exit to P further downstream. The
third contour is for a situation in which th. boundary pressure is not allowed to fall
in the downstream direction but is maintained at Pb, (corresponding to M_ - 0). This

condition results in a plume of even smaller radius (rm ). The effect of the streamwise2
pressure gradient assoc.;ated with the flow accounts for the difference between the last
two contours.

The first, and simplest, underexpansion correction is shown in Figure I Ib. It is
assumed ihat the effect of underexpansion in a dynamic environment can be accounted
for through use of an effective jet having a radius equal to r and a velocity of

ufl obtained from Figures 7 and 9 at the appropriate values of P/PB and M,. The

effective je't exit pressure, and that throughout the plume, is eqt 11 to P,. ,

18
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FIGURE 11I. Scheme for Correction Due to Effects Of Underexparision ina Dynamic
Environment (Buckley and Myers, Ref. 46).

The second corr ection scheme is shown in Figure I Ic. Here, an attempt has
been made to include the pressure gradient effect. If a flow effect had been present to
compress the flow to P1, at x = 0. but no gradient had existed, the plume radius

Jwo--ild have been r~ Thus, an effective jet with~ a radius equal to rm and a velocity
equal to u~l (obtained from Figures 7 and 9 at M- = 01 P /P- PIN ) is used to

.1 0
itrepresent this situation. The effective jet exit pressure is taken as P .o Now, to include

the pressure gradient effect, the plume pressure is allowed to decrease from P b at the

exit plane to P, further downstream, in accordance with Eq. 8. The values of b and
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P are determined from Figures 8 and 10 for the appropriate values of M, and PJP-.

The actual jet radius is used in the computation of b. Through use of this technique.

the radial location of the ' -t edge streamline in the far field should be close to thatachieved with use Of tile zero pressure gradient correction. The temperature in the _
external flow at the jet edge is a!so varied in the downstream direction by using :
Tb = T. [I + (Tbo /T_ - I1) exp(- bx)].

The results of attenuation computations for flow from an underexpanded
nozzle into a supersonic stream. with the two different pressure corrections given
above, are presented in Figure 12. Inclusion of a pressure gradient effect decreases the
peak attenuation and shifts its location further downstream. Also, the two attenuation
profiles are markedly different. Further study is required to fully assess the validity of
the underexpansion correction schemes presented and to completely analyze the
pressure gradient effect.

Another approach for determining the radius of an expanding plurnc is
presented by Draper and Moran (Ref. 47). Although this technique was developed for
high-altitude plumes, Rothschild and Stanford (Ref. 48) have used it in lower altitude
plumes. However, there is no experimental information on its validity foT this case.
For an exhaust expanding into air:

D 1)2
Rj =0.364

0.04 ? 1
-3.0

*0.03 PRESSURE Jr0.25 FT.
WITH / M ="2.5

- GRADIENT I.1 ATM.
- P!, - 0.126 ATM.

~0.02/ K- WITHOUT.I PRESSURE
001 -, GRADIENT

0 * - 1

0 40 80 120 10 2W 240
NONOIMENSIONAL DISTANCE

FROM NOZZLE EXIT PLANE, xIr

FIGURE 12. Comparion of Attenuation Calculations
in a Dynamic Environment With and Without
Consideration of Nozzle Exp~auson Correction
(Buckley and Myers, Ref. 46).
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The free stream dynamic pressure, q., is calculated from missile flight velocity and
altitude.

where

SP,. =free stream density, lbmn/ft 3

v- free stream velocity, ftlsec

9:=gravitational conversion, 32.17 Ibf-ft
mbtS-C

2

Plume drag. D, is calculated from exhaust gas thrust, T 9 and a plume spreading
parameter, X (see Figure 13).

D T

The exhaust gas thrust is that portion of the total engine thrust which is not produced
by particulates in the two-phase flow of solid propcilai-i rocket plumecs

T 9 r(l - rsIdrtL

The plurne geometric structure is scaled by (Ref. 47):

'11
so that x/L and R/L are the respective units of length and radius. This technique has
only been shown to be valid for conditions in which the missile body has negligible
effect on the plume/air interaction.

For overexpanded jets, an approximate method for calculating the shock and
separating streamline was given in Ref. 49. The following equations determine the
radius of curvature , R., of the shock and r' of the separating streamfine (see Figure
14) by means of a first-order expansion about the separation point.I
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L%

FIGURE 14. Determmation of Flow Separstion Point (Ref. 47).

RS xr,

r, = -

y

where

Xb c - bic2

b0 c1 + blco
-, b c2

b0) sin 6. Cos6 55- A + B + cJ cot 6

b1 =(I -sin6 3 Coss I- A+BD+cEJ cot a sin a

b2= Cos (08 - 6S)

co = Fcot a.

c1  (G +FD) coso.,

C2 H sin(a. -6S)j
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If more accuracy is desired, a computer-generated inviscid plume solution must
be used. Ideally, the inviscid and mixing plume computations should be made
simultaneously. Such an approach has been developed by Edelman and Weilerstein
(Ref. 15). Unfortunately, this method-of-characteristics with viscous effects (MOCV)
program is not available for general use. The elements of a similar program have been
described by Hoffman (Ref. 24, 50). A stream tube method for solving the problem
has been developed by Kelley and Pergament (Ref. 5!).

In lieu of a combined inviscid-viscous solution, one must superimpose mixing
on a calculated inviscid plume. The Lockheed MOC program, in fairly wide use (Ref.
52, 53, 54), has been expanded by Simonsen (Ref. 32) to generte the external
flow-field properties as well as the internal plume and the separating slipline. 1 The
results of using this program are shown in Figure 15. Hoffman has also described a
MOC program (Ref. 55).

2.6 COMPUTE MIXING AND AFTERBURNING PLUME

Six models used for computing the structure and properties of exhaust plumes
with jet-air-mixing and afterburning arv, discussed in the following section. Each of the
models is sell-contained in that it fu.'nctions independently of any prior base or inviscid
plume calculation, except for the model described in Section 2.6.4. This model (BYU
aft-plume) is used with inputs from a base mixing calculation and a MOC inviscidi
plume calculation previously described (Sections 2.4 and 2.5).

For problems involving nozzle under- or over-expansion, some correction of the
other models has to be made. This is done internally in the NWC model. *rhe other
models require some adjustment of the inviscid plume boundary. This can be obtained
from Love's figures (Ref. 41) or by the method of Buckley and Myers (Ref. 46) given
in Section 2.5. It is also possible to adjust the boundaries of the finite difference
models (Sections 2.6.3, 2.7.1, and 2.7.2) by imposing longitudinal pressure gradients

'" which match an inviscid plume solution.

2 Developed for the Naval Weapons Center on Contract No. N00123-72-C-0274.
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All of the plume models except for the REP-I model (Section 2.7.2) use an
eddy viscosity mixing model based upon Input assumptions about the eddy viscosity '

coefficient (K). All of the models might be improved by incorporating the recent
correlations of eddy viscosity coefficients described by Stowell and Smoot (see Ref. 56
and Fq. 10. The model recently developed by Kelly and Pergament (Ref. 51) uses a
stream tube technique to compute inviscid plume properties and the conditions
downstream of the Mach disc. This program also computes the effects of nozzle
underexpansion and particle flow in a completely coupled non-equilibrium chemistry
model. The Stowell-Smoot eddy viscosity correlations are incorporated in this model.

2.6.1 Simple RPE Plume Model

Cummings, Williams, and Wilson (Ref. 49) of the Rocket Propulsion Estab-
lishment (RPE), United Kingdom, described a very simple model of a rocket plume
which they used earlier for attenuation calculations. Although the model is designed
only for use with a static environment, proper adjustment of the core length (L) and
the maximum radius of the inviscid boundary (rm) would allow its use for crude
calculations in dynamic environments. For non-optimum nozzle expansion, the jet gas
is allowed to expand inviscidly from the nozzle lip until the tangent to the inviscid jet
t oundary is parallel to the jet axis (Figure 16). At this point, xm, the plume radius is

Sm, Thc invicid bounda.ry c2n be obtained by any of the methods mentioned in
Section 2.5.

The simple RPE plume model is made quantitative by introducing several
mnpirical relationships. The core length, L, is assumed to be a function of the Mach

Aiumber, Mm on the axis at m and is given by

L/rm = 2. I1Mm) 2

FIGURE 16. Method of Correction When Nozzle Exit Premue is

Not Equal to Ambient Presure (Ref. 47).
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The core (defined as the constant velocity, Uj, unmixed region of the plume) is
assumed to be cone-shaped, centered on the jet axis, of base radius rm and height L,
so that the generator is given by

ri/rm I - x/L

where ri is the core radius at x. The velocity in the core (uj) is constant, but beyond
the core, ihe centerline velocity, u. varies inversely with x.

UrL/Uj  L/x

The radial variation of the longitudinal velocity component in the mix'.nj region
is expressed as

u/uj exp i n(2) (-~ 2

where

u u=uJ  ifx L

u = u. if x > L

rifO ifx>L

r5 is the half velocity radius, i.e., where u = ui/2. The half velocity radius is
determined from the equation

2

uiri Vir/2a + ui/2a2  j(r +ii)

where

a2  2 kn(2)/r 5 - r,)2

If x < L, then u - u- and r5 can be found in terms of r,, which is given above as a
function of x. If x > L, then ri = 0 and Ui = ujL/x, so that r. can be found directly

as a function of x. In this way contours of constant velocity can easily be defined.

The mass fraction of jet gas for this case was given in Eq. 5 as

f (u/uj) sc*
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It is also true that

f

where the i subscript signifies thc value at the edge of the core for x < L, or the
centerline value if x > L. If one further simplifies by assuming unity Schmidt number--
(Sc), then

f fj exn n2

4. Ix<L

fj LIx 2  x> L

With Sc =1, the species concentrution contours (f) will coincide exactly with
-the velocity contours (u/u.). Therefore, composition of the contours can be computed
by the technique given in~ Section 2.2. The results of such computations are compared
for thle smpie IRPF model, ibu NVAT noodelI (SC.tiin 2..)an t YUL Aft-plume
model (Option 2 of Section~ 2.4) in Figure 17.F - SiMPLE RPE

0.2

3 ,

2*
0-5 -- 0

%

* 'A

0 0 20 30 40 so GO 70 so s 100

FIGURE 17. Compubton of Simple RPE Plum. Model with NWC and Old OYU AWdJ for Static
Sea.Lel Exhaust of ftopsIlant Contaplng 88% SoI~uQM0 Al (88/20). Niamben on zapb !ifr to

* Tamu of fa mass jet gasnu. sh.
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If equilibrium electron density and electron-neutral collision frequencies are
computed for the contours, the model can be the basis for line-of-sight attenuation
computations or for any of the other electromagnetic interaction computations
described in Section 3.0 of this publication. In Figure 18 the models of Figure 17 are
compared for attenuation predictions.

In the use of this model as described in Ref. 49, the electron density in the
core has been assumed to be frozen at a level above equilibrium; the level is assumed
to exist at the nozzle exit. This value is allowed to persist into the mixing region to
the radius at which the equilibrium electron density exceeds the core value (Figure 19).

2.6.2 The NWC Plume Model

The NWC mixing and afterburning plume model has been described in two
reports (Ref. 57, 58). Based on the model presented by Libby (Ref. 16), several of
the variables are linearized to simplify the computation. The validity of the linearized
model evaporates beyond the regions of significant electron density (f < 0.1) and
modifications would be required to use the model for radiation or impingement
calculations. The modei predicts core lengths which seem too short when compared
with other models and constant property contours (velocity, species concentration, and
temperature) which are too fat, especially near the nozzle (see Figure i7). Neverthe-
less, predicted axial temperatures and velocities seem to fit measured data well
(Ref. 59).

Following a Von-Mises transformation, contours of constant velocity are
described by the cylindrical heat flow equations of Carslaw and Jaeger (see Ref. 16). The
result is a grid of constant velocity (also temperature and concentration) contours in

w Von-Mises space (Figure 20). The NWC plume computer program transforms these
contours back to physical (x-y) space according to the values of density predicted
from equilibrium combustion for each concentration ratio. (Generally, ten equally-
spaced contours of f = (ai - u,)/(u - u), between 1.0 and 0.1, are used.) Since Sc

and Pr are. assumed to be unity, calculated contours of temperature, concentration and
velocity ratio are coincident in space for the same ratios.

Unlike the computer programs given in Ref. 55 and 56, the current NWC
plume computer program (SUPPEP) includes the thermochemical equilibrium calcula-
tions for the contours of interest. In addition, changes have occasionally been made in
the ratios for contours in order to study contours furthei downstream than the 0.1
contour. This has been done for calculations of smoke generation (water condensation),
gaseous impingement pressures, and IR emission.

The program includes two options to correct the plume geometry for nozzle
underexpansion. The first of these (called "Continued Expansion to Optimum") simply
continues the expanding nozzle flow at the nozzle half-angle to ambient pressure, and

32
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ri mmimae a

FIGURE 19. Diapain of t Typical Electron Density Profile
(Raf. 47).

0
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FIGURE 20, Velocity Distribution (in Transformed Coordinates) at
Vauiou Downstivam Locations (Ref. 5 7).

assunes that final radius to be the effective jet radius for parallel mixing. Mixing
calculations are started at that complete expansion point. The second correction
technique for underexpansion (called "Jet Radius Correction") uses the values of
inviscid plume boundaries given by Love (Ref. 41) for a nozzle half-angle of 15
degrees, a~ nozzle exit Mach number of 3.0, and a jet specific heat ratio of 1.2 to
describe the growth of * the plume to an effective jet radius given by the maximum
radius of the first plume wavelength. With this latter technique, the mixing calculation
starts at the nozzle exit and continues along the expanding plume boundary.
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Buckley (Ref. 14) lia% pointed out that the NW(' "Jet Radius Correction"
defirnes an effective jet having mass flux greater than could actally exist. The
"Continued I'xpansion to Optimum*' crrction is also in error Necause it assumnes the
expansion to be: isentiopic. Fu~trthermore, neithcr correction technique accounts for the
effects of dynamic environnment on the radius (o,, the effective jet. These flaws may be
partially rcsponsile for the prediction of too lat a plume by tile model. It is also
possible that thle mathernatical formulation which led to Fkgure 20 is basically
incorroA~ us a description of plume-air mixing.

The NW( plume inodel use% ant eddy viscosity mixing model. In the original
formulation ol the plume ;co~del tile Libby (Ref. 10) equations for eddy viscosity wer,-
used. In the near field, eddy viscosity was assumned *:o follow

c--0.00137 xluj u-1

In the far field, eddy viscosity was assumed to behave as

e =K~rIu~ u I

with K5 =0.025.

t ~Subsequ nthy. boih tht 1)(Oald'~on-Coray (Ref. 60) eddy viscosity (K varies with
M. half velozity Mach number) shown in Figure 21 and a selectably variable viscosity
havc been used. But no extensive study of' tile effect of eddy diffusivity coefficients
has berrn made with thv NW(' model as has been done by Petgament for the
AcroChemn model (Ref. 1 2). Of course, it goes without saying that for any plume
mixing model, the higher the eddy viscosity coefficicnt, the fastur the mixing and the
shorter the plume

005
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FIGURE 21. Local Mixing Rate Constant Versus LoWa Mach Nuinber at
b the Half-Velocity Radius.
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Despite its weaknesses and many simplifying assumptions, the NWC plume
model has been shown by Webb and Smoot (Ref. 61) to be about equal in accuracy
to the other models in common use for most attenuation predictions. The critical
variable in comparing the different models appears to be the eddy diffusivity values
selected.

2.6.3 The ABI. Plume Mode!

The plume computer program developed by Allegany Ballistics Laboratory
(ABL) of Hercules, Inc. (Ref. 14, 48, 62) has not been distributed for general use;
hence, we cannot report first-hand experience, but only what has been reported
previously in the literature.

The ABL model is different from other parallel axisyrnmetric mixing and
equilibrium afterburning p -ograms in that it uses a finite difference solution to the
equations of conservation and motion. The BYU model (Section 2.6.4) uses an integral
solution; the simple RPE (Section 2.6.4) and the NWC models (Section 2.6.2) use
iinearized solutions. The nuit-equilibrium AeroClhem (Section 2.7.1) and REP-I models
(2.7.2) also use finite difference solutions. Use of a finite difference solution lends a
flexibility which is not possible with the other methods.

The ABL program can handle non-unity Prandtl and Schridt numbers. After-

burning ignition can be delayed any desired distance downstream of the nozzle. The
Donaldson-Gray eddy viscosity model (Figure 21) is used in the ABL program.

Calculated temperature and species contours and values of predicted transverse
attenuation are similar to those for the other programs (Ref. 12, 13, 57). Differencesbetween the programs can generally be adjusted by modifying the eddy viscosities and

turbulent transport coefficients (Pr and Sc).

The most unique feature of Ref. 14, 49, and 62, which describe the ABL
model, has been the discussion of underexpansion and free stream flow correction
factors (see Section 2.5).

In a recent report, Williams, Hartsock and Buckley (Ref. 14) have described the
development of a new ABL Flight Plume Model, a single computer program incor-
porating base structure, invisz:id plume structure, free-shear and axisymmetric mixing.
Although described as being essentially complete, the program has not been checked
out by performing sample calculations. --
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2.6.4 The BYU Aft-Plume Model

The latest version of the BYU aft-plume moleI (Ref. 32)3 starts the plume
calculation at the point where the trailing shock intersects the limiting streamline
(Figure 3). Features of the model include (1) axial pressure gradient effects, coupled
with non-zero (but small) radial flow effects, (2) an improvcd mixing voefficient for
treating systems with finite econdary flows, (3) inclusion of the extent of air/jet A
mixing in the base region as initial conditions in the aft-plume models, and (4)
non-unity turbulent Frandtl and Schmidt numbers.

Unfortunately the integral so~ation technique chosen by BYU for solution of
the equations of continuity and motion is not well-suited to inclusion of non-
equilibrium chemistry. In describing the model (Ref. 32), -Smoot, et al. have shown
that equilibrium and non-equilibrium chemistry have about the same effects on gas
mixture density versus reduced velocity j(u - u.)/(u, - u,.)J. Therefore, it would be
possible to superimpose chemical kinetics upon the results of the integral calculation to
obtain a second ap ,,oximation which would modify the temperature and species
distributions while maintaining the mixture ratio and velocity distributions calculated
by the equilibrium technique. However, existing numerical schemes (Sections 2.6.3,
2.7.1, and 2.'.2) are more ap:-ropriate for incorporating non-equilibrium chemistry.

The earlier BYU aft-plume model (Ref. 13), which has been used for
comparison with other models and with data (Figures 17, 18, and Ref. 61, 63), is
described briefly in Section 2.4.

Associated with the development of the BYU plume-mixing and afterburning
models, Tufts and Smoot (Ret. 64), and more recently Stowell and Smoot (Ref. 56)
have developed empirical correlations of the eddy viscosity coefficient fx turbulent
mixing.

The Tufts and Smoot correlation shows that the difference between measured
(x) and predicted (xu ) velocity and concentration (x) core lengths can be
represented by:

xp- x = 67.6/(UR)1" 07

x- xc 
= 87.8/(UR) 1 .23

where UR u/u. or u_./u,, whichever is greater than unity, and the x's are in
dimensionless units (x/r).

1 3 Developed fot the Naval Weapons Center on Contract No. N00123-72-C-0274.
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The more recent Stowell and Smoot correlation is based on the data of Harsha

(Ref. 65) in addition to all the data used by Tufts and Smoot. As a result of this

correlation, a new formulation of the eddy viscosity coefficient has been defined.

K=c(Mm) (p6 /P5) U6 4 u5 )/(u 6 - u5 (s1

where the coefficients cl, C2 , C3 , and c4 , are defined in Table 1. Mm is the average of

the internal and external Mach number (M5 + M6 )/2. The subscripts 5 and 6 refer to

properties external to, and internal to, the flow slipline (Figure 3). For the parallel
mixing case, u5 and u6 become u and u,, respectively. For application to the ABL 4
model, they become u and um , respectively.

Since Stowell and Smoot correlated temperature and concentration data Jointly,

no differences are apparent for turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl numbers.

PI = Sc = 1.08(Mm)-O' (p6/P5)O"089 [(U6 + u5)/(u 6 - u510 228 (12)

These values for K, Pr and Sc were used in the latest BYU aft-plume model

(Ref. 32). This model is intended for use with the BYU MOC and BYU base

recirculation models described in Sections 2.5 and 2.4.

2.7 PLUME MIXING MODELS INCORPORATING
CHEMICAL KINETICS

Until recently the most general model in existance for possible use in describing

aft-plume structure supersonic missiles was the MOCV program developed by Edelman

and Weilerstein (Ref. 15). This model considers fully coupled, nonparallel, viscous -

flows of supersonic external and internal streams with arbitrary initial conditions. A

technique for rapid, non-equilibrium chemical computations (Ref. 66) is formally

included for hydrocarbon combustion schemes. While a chlorinated solid propellant

kinetic package could presumably be added to this program, such kinetics are not

presently part of the system. Unfortunately, this program is neither fully documented

in the literature nor available for general use.

The AeroChem plume model (Ref. 12) and the several REP models developed

by the RPE (Ref. 67) utilize a finite difference technique and finite rate chemistry.

Both of these programs have a general chemical reaction capability in that they can

handle for neutral or ionic species any reactions of the following types:

(1) A+ B-C+- D 4

(2) A + B + M _ C + M
(3) A + B 4 C + D + E
(4) A + B C
(5) A+M C+D+M 
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where M is an arbitrary third body. The AeroChem program has the added feature of
being able to freeze a reverse reaction by specifying "forward reaction only" for any
of the five reaction types above.

Both computer programs utilize reaction rate coefficients of the general type:

Kf = AT' exp(B/RT)

in ml/molecule/sec units (m1 2/molecule 2/scC for termolecular reactions).4

The two programs have reasonably economical computer run-times and both
seem to require about one minute of computer time per foot of tactical missile plume
on a UNIVAC 1108 computer. Temperature contour plots for a particular plume are
compared in Figure 22 for NWC, REP-I, AeroChem and AeroChem TKE programs.
The JANNAF Plume Technology Handbook (Ref. 3) contains additional discussion of
plume chemical kinetics.

In the latest AeroChem plume program, a stream tube inviscid structure
calculation and particle flow are coupled to the existing capability (Ref. 51).

2.7.1 AeroChem Plume Model

The AeroChem plume model (Ref, 12) is a reasonably rapid, finite difference
solution for a coflowing. parallel, axisymmetric, turbulent, free jet with rate dependent
chemistry. The chemical reaction rate data ot Ref. 68 arc used. The mixed implicit!
explicit scheme used for the solution eliminates instability problems on the computer.
Implicit differences are used for the solution of species conservation equations and
explicit differences are used for the momentum and energy equations. Since the
program is designed to handle axial pressure gradients, it is possible to adjust the
plume calculation for a non-optimally expanded nozzle or for the effects of base
recirculation and inviscid flow Vv proper pre-selection of the axial pressure curve and
proper radial variation of the input species concentrations.

Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are assumed to be constant throughout the plume
but need be neither unity nor equal to each other. Turbulent transport is described by
an eddy viscosity model. Any one of six different eddy viscosity models contained in
the program can be selected for use. In addition, Cashen5  has modified the

4 Jensen and Jones have published an extensive list of chemical reaction rate data (Ref. 68).
- Dr. John Cashen, Hughes Aircraft Co., private communication, used:

• +o  0.609"po'-0.213

Kmomentum 0.0284Min) 0  _+:-)0~ 0Z0
and

uO + 0.823 f-0.28

Ktempetature 0.0 276 W1m )-0.375 - u- f--

Also see Hughes Aircraft Company Technical Internal Correspondence 2773.1180, D. Bregman, 16

August 1973.
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Donaldson-Gray eddy viscosity coefficient in the AeroChem model by incorporating the
results of the Stowell-Smoot correlation (Ref. 56 and Section 2.6.4). This new eddy
viscosity coefficient yielded excellent agreement with an empirical model previously
used by Cashen to fit jet plume IR data and has also improved the agreement between
rocket plume IR data and theory at NWC. None of the other eddy viscosity models in
the program fit Cashen's data. The Stowell-Smoot correlations listed in Table I have
also been used at NWC. The entire AeroChem program is listed with full, clear
instructions for its use in Ref. 12.

Mikatarian 6  has recently modified the AeroChem model to incorporate a
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) model. We feel this program needs further study to
explain its large differences from the other models shown in Figure 22. One should
also note the latest AeroChem model (Ref. 51) which was developed too late to be
fully examined prior to this writing.

2.7.2 The REP-i Plume Model

The Rocket Propulsion Establishment (RPE) hat; been involved in the devel-
opment of increasingly sophisticated plume models during the past several years. The
first of these models, the REP-I plume computer program (Ref. 67), uses a finite
difference scheme to solve the problem of an initially pardlei, axisymmetiic turbulent
free jet. 7 Chemical reaction rates are modeled as described in this section (2.7). Solid
particle reactions can be modeled and a range of paAicle sizes can be included.
Non-unity and non-equal Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are allowed. A constant axial
pressure gradient can be input to the program. For matching the program to the
output of an inviscid plume calculation, it would be desirable to modify the pressure
gradient coding to allow a variable gradient.

The unique feature of the REP-I model is in the modeling of the eddy
viscosity coefficient. A two-equation turbulent kinetic energy model is used. That is to
say, in addition to the standard equations of conservation solved for the other plume
models, two additional partial differential equations are so!ved for the turbulent
properties of the flow. These properties are then used to determine the eddy viscosity
coefficient. The two variables chosen are the turbulent kinetic energy, k = 1/2(u' 2 +
v'2 + wQ), and W = k/Q2 , where Q is the characteristic length scale of the turbulence
and W represents the square of the characteristic frequency of the energy-containing
eddies.

The transport equations are:

6 Private communication, August 1973, R. R. Mikatarlan, Lockheed Missile and Space Corp.
(LMSC), Huntsvlle, Alabama. Also 8th JANNAF Plume Technology meeting, July 1974.

? The program documentation is included in Naval Weapons Center Reg. 451-150-73, September
1973.
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Turbulent kinetic enemy

+k Lk I a rPu ~k 2~~-ck '
PU + PU -F Yr ak ar], CDkW

Square of characteristic frequency

aw aw I a jwa \a tAu\ + I2 CW (u+ P'- -W=) + -I c'-
PujX - r a r t~ a IPWW 3 k A(Tq

where the nomenclature follows Ref. 67. Thus, there are two additional equations
added to the conservation equations which must be solved simultaneously to define the
plume.

The local eddy viscosity coefficient, p, is then recovered using the equation

p = pk/W'I 2

and the length scale of turbulence, 2, from the defimition of W, is

k = (k/W) 1' 2

The wt- 't is readily extended to consider other statistical properties of the
turbulence. FK; example, the mean square fluctuation of temperature and several
species concentrations can be generated by the program on input request. Thus, the
program generates eddy viscosity, turbulent scale and turbulent intensities from basic
equations. The turbulent properties are necessary for computations of plume-induced
noise (Ref. 2) or plume radar cross section (Ref. 69 through 73). The model uses the
chemical reaction rate data of Ref. 68. The model is based on the work of Spalding
(Ref. 74 through 77).

A modification to REP-, known as REPSI, has recently been announced. 8

REPSI comp". the tie pressure field from the radial and longitudinal momentum
equations. zzzts & o....' calculation and data are shown in Figure 23.

Another new RPE p-ogram, BAFL, uses an elliptic iterative solution for
non-equilibrium chemistry. Because of the iterative solution, the program has a long
run-time. Its use has been limited to solving the problem of base recirculation with
chemical kinetics (see - on 2.4 for equilibrium base solutions). Combination of
BAFL and REP has shiown good correlation with both static and flight data.

a Combustio.n Heat and Mass Tranfet, Ltd., The Rocket Exhaust Plume Program REPSI, by

--. Akshai K. Runchal, CHAM/631/l, April 1974.
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FIGURE 23. Comparison of Experimental and Computer Predicted (REPSI) Centerline Pressure for an
Underexpanded Rocket Exhaust.

2.8 PREDICTION OF THE EFFECTS OF
ATTENUATION-REDUCING ADDITIVES

A number of compounds capable of reducing the electron density (and thereby

RF attenuation) of rocket exhaust plumes have been identified. Compounds of
molybdenum, boron, tungsten, vanadium, cobalt, tin, chromium, iron, and copper have
all beer shown to reduce attenuation in controlled tests. Experimental work done on

the problem prior to 1967 was summarized in Ref. 78. More recent measurements on
the same, and other additives, are reviewed in Section 4.5. These include several
simulated flight tests and a limited number of in-flight measurements.
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Until the introduction of theoretical mechanisms for additive effects by Jensen
(Ref. 79 and 80) and Pergament (Ref. 81), predictions of additive effectiveness were
based entirely on analysis of empirical data. Fleischer, et al., (Ref. 82) postulated a
simple mechanism for boron additives which involved the chemical reaction

80802.
U2

By assuming an electron affinity of' 3.5 eV for the B0 2 radical (80 Kcai/mole), the
tffects of boron additives have been calculated using the NWC equilibriumn ther-
mochemistry radar attenuation computer program (Ref. 83, program described in
Section 2 6.2). Data and theory are compared in Figure 24. More comparisons of data
and theory for boron should be made to substantiate this simple model and to
compare it with the more conipIcte mechanisms described by Jensen (Ref. 80) and
given by reactions 171 through (91 on the following page.

Jensen proposed the following quantitative mechanisms and equilibrium con-
* stants. for electron suppression by molybdenum, tungsten, and boron additives (Ref.

80, 84). Indicated reaction rates for molybdenum were Proposed by Pergament (Ref.
14) for incorporation in the Aero~hem plume computer program (Section 2.7.1), but
are no* needed for the equilibrium models of equations 13 through 15.

50.0 03 REF1*ENCE FUEL
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,X -f t11MU0 4 -KHNoO. + H,. 1

Rate = 6 x 10"1 exp(- I000!RT)
K1  3.6 exKp3500T)

H, MoO4 +- e HMoO4 + H 121

Rate=3x 109
K, = 24 exp(500IT)

HMoO 4 + ti 4± Moo- + H, O. J31

Rate = 1.3 x 10- exp(-41O00/PT)
K 3 = 0.85 exp(i10,400/T)

K + H 2WO 4 4t KHWO 4 +1 141

K4 = 4.0 exp(2900/T)

H2WO4 + e 4 hWO 4 -* H 151

K5 = 25 exp(1300/T)
HWO4 + H r WO- + H'0 t,

K6 = 0.87 exp(5700,t)

K + HBO, ;z KBO 2 + H (71

K7 = 37 exp( -2500/TV)

Na + H80 2  -- NaBO , + H 181
Ke = 12 texp,- 3000!r)

HBO, + e- ;±BO 2 + H 19]

K9 = 1500 exp I0,000/T)

The possible ways in which additives can reduce electron concentrations, as
described by ('alcote and Kurzius in Ref. 85, include (1) electron attachment, (2)
compound formation by a!akali metals (potassium being the principle source of
electrons), (3) suppression of hydrocarbon chemi-ionization by removal of chemi-ion
precursors (inciuding (1 radicals and oxygen atoms), (4) suppression of plume
afterburning by removal of radicals, and (5) acceleration of electron decay by
replacement of slowly-combining atomic ions by rapidly-combining molecular ions.
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Molybdenum, tungsten, and boron reduce electron concentration by mechanisms
I and 2. Molybdenum and tungsten also appear to operate by mechanism 3. The
possibility that both of these additives operate through mechanism 4. as well cannot
be ruled out (Ref. 80), especially since apparant changes in afterburning plume
appearance have been noted to accompany electron suppression (Ref. 78).

A scheme by which molybdenum may operate by mechanism 4 was proposed4I
by -!enscn (Ref. 84) but does not give results comparable to data:

H+ H+H 2MoO4 I H2 +H 2 MoO 4  [10]

Rate coefficient - 10- 28 at 2,0000°K
HMoIH4 H + '20t+ MoOH fill

Rate coefficient - 0.5 exp(30,000/T)

MoO 3 + H2O + M HMoO4 + M 112J

Rate coefficient - .4 x 10- 23 exp(26,000/T)

H2 MoO4 + H ;! HMoO 4 + H2  (131

Rate coefficient - 0,02 exp(- 1700/T)

More recently, Jensen and Jones9 have obtained experimental verification for
the schemes (where M represents Mo or W)

HMO 3 + H - MO3 + H2 [141

rMo = I. x 10- 10 exp(- 1400/T)

rw = 1.1 x 10- 10 exp(- I00/T)

MO3 + HO; ! H2 MO [151

rMo X 10- I

r 1 x 10-10

H2 M0 4 + H - HMO 3 + H,0 1161

rMo = 1.4 x 10- 10 exp(-300/T)

r = 3.3 x 10 1 
o exp(- I00/T)

9 Jensen, D. E., and G. A. Jones, Mass Spectrometric Tacer and Photometric Studies of

Catalyzed Radical Recombination in Flames. Preprint (Proceedings Royal Society). 15 July 1974.
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Considering the other ionization reactions which occur in a rocket exhaust

K +HCL;;2KCL +1 H1171
K4 10.3 exp(-2100/T*)

K + CI V.K + CI- 1181

H + HCI H, + I 1191

HC + e- ±C + H (201
K 17 = 180Oexp(- 7600/T)

and further assuming that

1Kt I ! ICI-1I + (HMoO-1 + [MoOl , [KCII + IKHMoQ 4I [ KIc

anid

1H2 MoO41 25 [Mo I

where the subscript c represents total concentration of the element combined, ionizl'.d,
or free in the plume, Jensen (Ref. 80) has generated the following expression for
calculating electron suppression by molybdenum:

IeiaI~~~~~~~~ K1 M] -/ ~~] 3iMolc[Hj -1

where the subscripts a and o signify the presence and absence of additive, respectively.

Table 2 shows some results of applying Eq. 13 to typical rocket exhaust
conditions. Similar computations for tungsten (Ref. 80) indicated somewhat less
effectiveness.

Pergament (Ref. 80) developed the similar expression given by Eq. 14 for
calculating electron suppression by molybdenum. (The notation has been changed from.
that of Pergament to make it consistent with Jensen's.)

___K [MoI. fil] K31111
+K 1 7 K0J)(14)

[HIr(+(pK, 8 [H2o01)'(H1 I7ICI H0
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TAHI I 2- Rrdv Iton ot Plumie lHectrmi (oncenirstin% 11Y Mlybdenum.

'K _________ It-]* fleI. 0 Equation 13 E-quation 15 wih

K 1111= 3 x0 2 111 I ,II 2  lHN=3 xliJ IliI Ix 10' K2  K 2 iiodj

0.0(%4 2600 0.15 0.86 0.90 0.92 0.96 (0.98
2300 0 60 9_.75 0.85 0.88 0.94 0.96
2000 0.38 0.56 0.72 0.80 0.91 0.95
1700 0.1 G 0.29 0.46 0.60 0.84 0.81
1400 0-051 0.088 0.16 0.25 0.68 0.5b
1100 0.0066 0.011 ') 021 0.036 0.39 0-21

0.001 2600 0.92 0.36 0.37 0.98
2300 0.84 0!X 0.96, (.97

A1700 0.38 I 0.55 074 0.85
%1400 0.12 0.20 0.34 0.51

I 1( I0WO1O8 0.031 0.056 0.09

Note: IMo) anld jIll afe exprescd as mole frae' ons
I tci~ 0.15; 112 01 0O.20

The major differcrnce between Eq. 1 3 and 14 is thle inclusion iii Eq. 14 of the
reaction.

IA+MnO "Moo,' (211

K2 I ?7.I x 10- cxp(26,200/T)atm 1

In an earlier paper (Ref. 79)), Jensen had given the simpler Eq. 15 to calculate
electron suppress-ion by molybdenum. Tl'e effects of reactiquil 1171, 1181. and t191

le- 1 K1. oil 1]

which are also included in this mechanism, cancel out because they are assumed to be
unaffected by the presnce of molybdenum. In developing Eq. 15. Jensen had assumed
a different value for the eciuifiihium constant K.,:

K2(mod) =3.8 exp(4000/T)

The results of using Eq. 15 with both values of K2 are included in Table 2. It shf +'I
be noted that changes in IHI have no direct effect on Eq. 1S- Substitution~ of
K2tinod) for K2 in Eq. 13 has no significant effect on the results of calculation5.

Equation 15 is the second term in Eq. 13 and iepresents the electron reduction
stemming from the formation of HMoO4. The formation of MoO; is the predomiiit
contributor to electron reduction at temperatures below 2100"K. Since this is the
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region in which molybdenum is predicted to be most effective, it is clear that Eq. 15
will not adequately predict additive effectiveness. This is unfortunate since the
equation is so simple and easy to use.

The term K 7I1HCI~i[HI which appears in both Eq. 13 and 14 equals
IC-11[e-1: the relative concentration of chlorine ions to free electrons. In his
calculations, Jensen fixed the values of [H] and [HCII. On the other hand, Pergament
(Ref. 81), using Eq. 14, examined molybdenum suppression of free electrons while
keeping (Cl- I e- I constant. Equation 14 also includes a pressure effect in the term
p. By expressing [Mol, in terms of mass fraction, YMo' Pergament set

(Mole = W M~ N o W FN-,"T /

where W represents molecular weight and the subscripts - and p stand respectively for
values in free stream and propellant. (Values in the plume have no subscript.) This is a
convenient method for relating dilution of Mo in the plume to diffusion of ambient
air into the plume. Typical results from Ref. 81 are given in Table 3.

In addition to using Eq. 14 to predict electron suppression effectiveness at
various temperatures, Pergament (Ref. 81, 14) has also used the equation for
calculating attenuation reductions in entire plumes. in general, obsvoi-A attenuation
reductions by Mo are greater than those calculated by the equilibrium techniques given
by Eq. 13 and 14. Figure 25 is a typical comparison of data and theory. For the
limited comparisons that have been made, calculated values are somewhat closer to
measurements at highrr altitudes. Actually, data are so scattered, as shown in Section
4.5, that there is no basis for accurate'; critiquing the theory.

TABLE 3. Calculated Reduction in Electron Concentrations from
Equation 14 for S0 = XCI- IV 1O0.

Pressure, atm
XN -1 XN -0.6

2 2Temperature, *K
0.12 0.37 !.0 0.12 0.37 1.0

(YMo)p = 0.01

1500 0.23 0.23 0.23 1 0.68 0.67 0.67)
2000 0.78 0.69 0.65 095 0.93 0.92 le-l/ki-l
2500 0.98 0.95 0.92 0.99 0.98 0.981

(YMo);' = 0.03

1500 0.092 0.091 0.091 0.41 0.41 0.41
2000 0.55 0.43 0.39 0.89 0.84 0.81 [e-l/[e-]
2500 0.95 0.89 0.80 0.98 0.97 0.961
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FIGURE 25. Comparison of Measured and Predicted Suppresson of Attenuation for a 88112
! ropellant (Ref. 81).

4%

in his latest studies, Pergament (Ref. 14) incorporated the reaction rates shown
previously for reactions Ill] to 131 for molybdenum in the AeroCheni plume computer
program (Section 2.7/.I). While the results do not vary substantially from those of the
equilibrium model of Eq. 14, they permit examination of the influence of the
turbulent mixing mode! on Mo effectiveness. Results of these calculations are compared |
with data in Figure 26. Perganient showed that an eddy viscosity factor (o ) has a

* major influence on the calculation of additive effectiveness. This occurs because
changes in a affect the distribution of species and temperature in thc plume.

More study will be required to correct this technique to a useful predictivc
tool. it is suggested that combinations of the mixing coefficients of Stowell and Smoot
(as givei in Table !) with the AeroChem model (as desc:ribed in Section 2.7.1 and
including the molybdenum reactions) should be studied for a number of plume

:1 conditions which have been tested. Without such additional study, the theoretical
techniques will probably underpredict additive effectiveness, probably due more to
uncertainties in plume mixing models than to inadequacy of the chemical models for

DISANC FROM NOZL EXT T
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electron suppression. Therefore, unless the reader is prepared to pursue such a study, it

-is recommended at this time that predictions of additive effectiveness might as well be
based on the crude empirical conclusions drawn in Section 4.5.

3.0 RF INTERACTION MODELS

In order to perform RF interaction calculations, the spacial distribution of
electron density and electron collision frequency in the plume must be obtained from
one of the plume computations described ir. the previous section (2.0). Of tile
programs generally available, only the NWC and BYU programs generate line-of-sight
attenuation for any antenna orientation, transverse or diagonal. The AeroChem model
generates on.ly transverse liniz-of-sight attenuation (across the plume) for each specified
axial output location. In general, for RF interaction calculations it is probably most
useful to output the results of each plume model as an output grid of the following
variables: x, y, electron density, collision frequency, pressure, density, and temperature,
where the last three variables are for general interest rather than for RF calculations.
The output grid can then be used for line-of-sight attenuation calculations by the
method given in Appendix A. In addition, output of turbulent scale and electron
density fluctuation intensity are necessary output from the REP programs (Section
2.7.2) for later . .lculatio. of plume-induced no;e cr RF cros s-c-tion. (With any
plume program other than REP-I or AeroChem TKE, the user must generate turbulent
properties according to some set of assumptions (Ref. 2).)

The interaction models discussed in this section are all approximate techniques.
Although Hasserjiani and Clark (Ref. 86 and 87) developed a sophisticated model of
RF interactions. which has been made available to government agencies on request, its
use appears too cumbersome for the scale of problems encountered in tactical missile
plumes and it should probably be -eserved for problems of the scope of the Saturn
plume, for which it was developed.

In the following subsections, interactions are subdivided into the types:

i. Line-of-sight attenuation
2. Diagonal refraction
3. Diagonal diffraction
4. Dispersion of focused beams in transverse attenuation measurements

(transverse refraction)
5. Pulse distortion

A computer program for RF noise calculations is described in Part 2 of this
publication (Ref. 2).
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As will be seen in Section 3.1, the concept of electron collision frequenicy, v, is
important to all RF interactions with plumes. The numerical value of v' is equal to the
number of collisions per second encountered by an average single electron in a plasma.
For electron-neutral collisions (which predominate in a rocket plume)

P = n Q /6

The following variables are used in this section.

a = attenuation coefficient in dB/cm
=phase shift coefficient in radians per meter

c = velocity of light in vacuum (2.9978 X 10'10 cm/sec)
w = RIF frequency in radians/sec = 2ir X Hz

=,, plasma frequency %rM 5.64(lO4 )V~e radians/sec

P=electron collision frequency
Q= electron collision cross section for momientumn transfer

n =gas particle density, particles/cm3

r-=electron density, electrcns/cm3

me electronic mass (9. 1085(10- 28) gram)

ve= electron velocity = 6.2 1(10 5 )T I /2 cm/sec
T = temperature, 'K
k = Boltzmann constant = 1.3805 X 10- 16 exgfdeg

ApproA 'nmate expressions have been published (Ref. 88) for electron-ele-.tron (Q..) and
electron-ion cross section Qj

Qee 2IXlf10 T2QnfL241OT (mks)

()1

A However, because of the very jow concent.-ation of electrons and ions in rocket
eAhausts the contribution of these two terms will be smnall and can usually be
neglected.

Electron-neutral collision cross section values used for RF interierence calcula-
tions at NWC are given ir- Table 4. The use of ' Ilese values iii Eq. 16 will result in
small errors since the value of Q actually varies with eleciron energy and hence with
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TABLE 4. Collision Cross Soctions for 0.3 eV Electrons
('30001K) With Various Species.

Species Crasm sction, M2  Species Cross section, mn2

Lice 6.0- 10 8'~ H 1.4 x 10-1

LiBe 5.OX lo10 -l1 H2  1.4 x109

AiCdf 4.0Ox lojh CO 1.2x - 0'

HF' 6.0OY 10-'9 CD 1. X ' -1

H a 5.0 Ox 1 Hir 9.0. 10-20

HCN 4.0Ox 119 N 2  8. 5 X 10-20

AIC'3' -44X 10-19 02 6.0Ox 1 20

IMF 3  3.4x 10 -19b N 20 5.6- 10-20

NI-13  3.0 x 10-' 9  CH 4  1.8 x 10- 20

Note: A cross section or 1.0 x 10-19 square meter is

assumed for most species not in Table 4 or present in

concen trations less than I mole %

a -Or polar mnolecules. Q =4.x to 20 (D2IE) square 
k

meter. where D = dipole moment Debye units), and E
eectron energy 'uV'P.

b Assumed value.

temperature. More accurate calculations require inclusion of this varation. Altshuler,
M4oe, and Molmud (Ref. 89) have used an expression

Q0= C vn'
C

where v. is the electron velocity and n may be ±2, 1, or 0, and C is an arbitrary

constant. In the REP-I computer pograrn (Section 2.7.2) the general expression

Q C v"~ + B (17)

is used where bothi C and B are constants.

Generally these expressions for collision cross section include the effects of

inelastic electron collisions in which the electron collision causes an energy state

change in the atom or molecule struck. Attshuter (Ref. 90) has shown that Q =5.9

v "2 (cgs units) for water vapor. A list of clectfon-neutrul cross sections used in the

AeroChem plume progranm (Ref. 12) is given in Table 5 in the format of Eq. 17.
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TABLE S. Collision Cross Section, Q, as
Function of Electron Velocity.

Species 0, cm 2

CO 208 (10-2 3)ev. +2.46(10 - ' 6)

C2 4.7 (10- 8 )vj'1

H20 59 v . 2

HC! 1.85 Ve- 2

N2  3.29 (lO- 2 )ve e

H. 1.45 (IO- 2 3 )Ve + 8.9 (I( - 16 )

Elec'.ron velocity, v., = 6.21 (lOs)

T'1 2 cm/sec

3.1 LINE-OF-SIGHT ATTENUATION CALCULATIONS

Line-of-sight attei-wation caula -ons . b2aed on computing t. ah.-o rption of
2 single RF ray as it passes through the plume. Along the ray path, the plume is
assumed to absorb as a series of homogeneous plasma slabs normal to the ray. The
calculation is di;scussed in Ref. 91, 92, and 93.

The attenuation a (or energy absorbed) per unit path length is given by

'686(') 2 + - A)2 +A 2 (L 0 B/cm (18)

where A = /(v 2 + w o). Equation 19 can be substituted for Eq. 18.

ct -. 46 (( ) + ) (19)

However, Eq. 19 is valid only under the condition that

2 /(p2 + W2 ) 0.1

and

[c2/(w2 + V2] (!V,~08
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Tile phase shift coefficient, 13, is given by Eq. 20.

21/2

= I A) + ( A)2 + A2(!) radians/meter (20)

The total phase shift through a length d of homogeneous plasma is given by

0=(O- 0 )d

where

.

The terms a and are the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex
propagation constant -y which defines the electric field of the propagating ray where

E F. e Ix e iwt - Eo Cx(G + ip) e-IWt

and

+ +i/] (21) t

Under certain conditions the predicted line-of-sight attenuation is a reasonably
good estimate of measurable values. These conditions include focused-beam transverse
attenuation with intersection of plume and beam axes (Ref. 94) for a beam half-power
radius no more than one-fourth the plume radius. Predictions of diagonal attenuation
by the line-of-sight method have been reasonably good for plumes of composite
propellants containing less than 5% aluminum. Such plumes have a maximum predicted
electron density of less than 1010 electrons/cm 3 and show a ratio of measured
maximum diagonal attenuation to measured maximum transverse attenuation of
between 7 and 10. Almost all line-of-sight predictions of attenuation show this same
ratio, e.g.,

(diagonal attcn)max ( transverse atten)m ax - 10 (predicted)

Figure 27 shows measured values of the ratio for a wide range of composite

propellants. The measured ratios range from 10 to 0.7. The following sections of this
publication describe computations which can bring predicted attenuation values closer
in line with measured values.

Appendix A describes a computer program which will compute line-of-sight
attenuation for any plume for which a, from Eq. 18 is specified for a number of x, y
points. In addition, this program will compute linearly interpolated values of the
gradient of the refractive index at the same points. A modification of the computer
program (A-1l) also computes ray bending due to changes in refractive index.
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APPROXIMATE ATTENUATION
EXPECTED FOR LINE-OF-SIGHT• .

"PROPAGATION
/ELP (FIG 0)•

1 0-- SIS(FIG. 2) ji2,0 LI

08/2

, ~ ~ /61 MP 0 i2/.-..

-~1 0. /, . M I .. ,

S0.1 1.0 10

PEAK TRANSVERSE ATTENUATION. dB

FIGURE 27. Comparison of Diagonal and
Transverse Attenuation for l,O00-Pound Thrust
Motors (Except as Noted). Numbers indicate
% solids/% aL (Ref. 1).

Figure 28 shows predicted transverse attenuation and electron density using the
NWC model (Section 2.6.2) for composite propellants with 85 and 88% solids
(ammonium perchlorate plus aluminum) and 2 to 20% aluminum. Figure 29 shows the
calculated chamber, exit plane and maximum afterburning plume temperatures for the
same propellants. One might use these as a rough guide to attenuation prediction.
Using the same model, calculated diagonal attenuation ranged between 8.5 ahd 10
times the transverse values.

Figure 30 is a nomograph for sea level static line-ot-sight X-band attenuation

calculations for aluminized composite propellants developed at NWC from similar
calculations some years ago. To use the nomograph, one connects, with a straight line,
the percent Al (line 1) with percent ammonium perchlorate (line 2). The intercept on
line 3 is connected by straight line to the motor thrust level on line 4. The projection
of that straight 'ine to line 5 and thence from line 5 through the appropriate aspect
angle on line 6 will give predicted diagonal attenuation on line 7. Curve 6 would have
to be modified for other antenna positions. This nomograph can be used to estimate
in )uts for the diffraction model described in Section 3.3 and Appendix B (program
B-I). The nomograph is set up only for an antenna located 3 exit radii from the
nozzle centeriine (assuming optimum sea level expansion). Although antenna location
has a major effect on calculated line-of-sight attenuation, the effect on ray diffraction
is less severe and reasonable estimates can probably be obtained from Figure 30 for ,
most operational antenna positions, if equilibrium chemistry applies to the particular plume.
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86% SOLIDS

05% 88% SOLIDS
SOUI

1 1010

0. 1 1 - I I I10
0 2 4 a S 10 1U 14 16 18 20

PERCENT AL.

FIGURE 28. Peak Calculated Traaiavw X-Band Attenuatlo. and Election
Denaity for Compoaito Popelats (1,000 poa Chamber, Sea-1*ve. 1,000-Pound
Thrust, Equilibrium Thomw-oChcmlsty, 120 ppm Na, 40 pps K).
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2700 uu OnSOOS
0% soupsTI

2.400 -fe

2.3WOf 
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2.400-
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2,00 1A

1.800- - A
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1,00- .0
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PERCENT AL

FIGURE 29. Calculated (Equilibrium) Chamber (Td, Exit (Te) and Maximum Pluine Temperatures
(Tp) for Composite Propellants Wikth Sane Conditions as Figure 27.
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3.2 DIAGONAL REFRACTION

The refractivo- index of a medium is given by n = c/v, where v is the velocity

of electromagnetic radiation in the medium and c is its velocity in a vacuum. In an

absorbing medium the index of refraction is complex: n = n(i + ik). The complex

refractive index n is related to the pwpagation constant

-Y mci3 (21)

since a = -nk and P , so n +

The complex nature of the refractive index affects the path of the ray through an

absorbing medium and since Poynting's vector oscillates in such a medium, the energy

path cannot be deduced from this vector This leads to computations of considerable

complexity. Epstein (Ref. 95) has shown that if absorption over one wavelength is not

appreciable, then the complex law of diffraction deviates negligibly from the ordinary

Snell's law for absorbing media

nI sin0= n2 sin 02 (22)

where the subscripts refer to the media on either side of a boundary crossed by the

radiation. In this case, the index of refraction for each medium is gihen by

n 
(23)

The angles 0 are defined as the angles between a ray and the normal to the boundary

surface at which refraction (ray bending) occurs. When sin 02 (i.e., n, sin 01/n2 ) is
greater than unity, a reflection is predicted at the boundary between the two media.

In an inhomogeneous medium, such as a rocket plume, the refractive index

varies continuously with position and the boundary for refraction is n-t necessarily

clearly defined. The basic equation for refraction in such a medium (Ref. 96) is

dt Vn - (24)

where i is the unit vector in the ray direction, o is an arc length along the ray, Vn is

the gradient of refractive index (in the direction of fastest change of n), i is a unit
vector perpendicular to T and lying in the plane of T and Vn (U is tangtnt o, the wave

front). These vectors are shown in Figure 31.

Equating magnitudes in Eq. 24 gives

ido n 
(25)

d,
where -y is the angle between t and Mzn a i the curvature of the ray so R denotes

the radius of curvature and - n -
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Vn dtt

KdO

U

FIGURE 3 1. Voctof Dhkam for Condemous Refration. I

For very oblique ray angles, n aa sin -y t I so that 9! lvii and the ray will
be concave downward where a increases into the plume (i.e., 17n points downward) and
the ray will be concrtve upward where Vn points upward. Both of these effects a-re
prediL;tOd at appropriate positions in plufre by the maodel in Appendix A. Cashen has
also developed a refraction mnodel based on the preceding development by Kerr
(Ref. 97).

Equat--n 23 can be written in a different form as

V" - (26)

Combining Eq. 24 and 26 gives

d n)=Vi (27)

Eqaiati-m 26 is subject to a nuamber of manipulations. For example, if we let j be a
unit vector in the Wn direction and assume that Vr is constant in direction, we can
show that

do jNix t) 0
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resulting in

d
d-3 (n sin O - 0 or n sin' = constant

which is the simple fonn of Snell's law, identical to Eq. 22 for a single refraction.

One possible method for calculating diagonal refraction through a plume is to
define a number of contours of constant refractive index; apportion constant, linearly
averaged values of refractive index to the volumes bordering the contours, and allow
refraction to occur at the boundaries defined by the contours in accordance with
Snell's law. The rays are assumed to travel in straight lines between contours. This was
done in Ref. 98, which demonstrates that a very large number of contours may be
necessary to overcome the fact that the contours are just a simplifying artifice. In
a,.tuality, refraction is occurring continuously along the ray (Eq. 24 and 26).

For example, suppose that the plume is divided into 100 contours. It ir
possible to trace the ray through the plume and calculate the refractions (up to 200)
which will occur as the ray first enters and finally leaves the plume. Alternatively, it
would be convenient to examine n sin 'y or n or a similar variable for invariance as it
moves between contours. The ray coild then be assumed to travel linearly between
refraction-- for a distance which is based on the physics of the situation rather than on
arbitrary spacing of contours.

A diagonal refraction computer program (A.II), which we developed more
recently. is included in Appendix A. This program is based on the solution of Eq. 25
assuming Vn is normal to the plume axis throughout the plume and computes both the
bending ani attenuation of a ray. The program is much simpler than that described in
Ref. 98, and is not limited to use with the NWC plume program.

The refractive index in a vacuum is unity. Since the phase shift coefficient is
lower in a warm plasma than in free space, the refrative index in a plume, given by
Eq. 23, will be less titan unity. This is opposite from the normal dielectric for which
n is greater than unity. In the normal field of a typica! afterburning plunr, the
refractive index decreases from unity is the ray enters the plume; toward the core
where the electron density decreases, n begins to increat. The order is reversed a3 the
ray passes through the centerline of the plume and moves outward again.

Diagonal refraction is further complicated since the plume. as seen by an
arbitrary entering ray, is three-dimensional and co-planarity of Vn, T and the plume
axis (two-dimensionality) is a very special case. The solutions describtd in Ref. 98 and t
Appendix A are for the two-dimensional case only. Hence, they only provide a feel for
refraction by a plume but not a complete ray-trace solution. lhe results of several
two-dimensional refraction calculations are shown in Figures 32 and 33. It can be
clearly seen that very oblique enterir.g rays are refracted in the direction of increasing 2
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12 EXAMPLE PLUME JET RAOItA CORREM~ON

10

fil -10 DEGREES -i

-4 4

205 DEGREES

0 10 20 30 40) 60 60 7G 80 90
K/A (NOZZLE RADII)

FIGURE 33. Refracted Ray Calculation for 20%' All
88% Solid Propellant (Ref. 87). Reference angles are
projected beyond plume outlie.

n %o strongly that they seem to Almost glance off the plume. The comparison with a
line-of-sight propagation calculation shows strikingly how much the refracted rays can
diverge from their original paths.

tha!difracionis ar oreimpotan thn rfratio indetermining the ultimate

destnaton f ".F rdiaionthrugh lum%. oweer, he ombnedeffects of
diffacton nd rfratio ar likly o gve mre ccuatepredictions of signal foss
thandifracicn alclafonsalon. Acomute proran (B11)utilizing this combina-

3.3 DIAGONAL DIFFRACTION

Simple computer programs for calculating diffraction of microwave radiation by
afterburning tactical missile plurnes are given in Appendix B. One of these programs
(B-1) has reproduced experimen~tal diagonal attenuation data fairly well (Figure 34).
Further substantiation of a diffract ion mechanism wa!s presented in Ref. 1, which
showed very close agroernent between plume attenuation treasured for a 0.2%n
potassium seeded, 20h% aluminized rocket motor and the diffraction pattern of an
aluminum cylinder (Figure 35). Lower potassium arid/or aluminum loadings of the
rocket propellant result in sirnilijr radiation patterns, but with reduced signal loss.
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There is no question that the Lne-of-sight model has been inadequate for predicting
diagonal attenuation in many cases. A comparison of the diffraction and line-of-sight
models with measurements is contained in Figure 34.

Since accurate diffraction calculations for an axisymmetric plume, such as that
shown in Figure 36, are extremely complex (Ref. 86, 87, 100, and 101), we have
developed a simple model bascd on the theory of line source diffraction by
sermi-infinite wedges and strips (Ref. 102-111). Figure 37 shows the way the plume of
Figure 36 is mc(eled for calculating diffractixn by the programs in Appendix B.
One-dimensionai diffracting edges are shown by the heavy solid and dashed lines which
form the boundaries of the shaded surfaces.

The area labeled B is modeled by a strip extending to infinity in the positive
and negative y directions. Radiation power in the shadow and direct radiation regions
of this strip is calculated by the Fresnel aiffraction method of Jenkins and White (Ref.
102). A brief description of Fresnel diffraction follows.

For the arrarigemant of radiation source S, diffracting strip D, and observation
point P, shown in Figure 38, the quantity

I = IA(V )+ AtV 2 ) 12  (28)

is defined as the ratio of the signal intensity at P in the presence of the obstacle 2 to
the intensity in the absence of the obstacle, where

I[ /iju2\

AM] exp-d (1 +i (29)

and

V1 '2 1 ', 2 (2a/A)11I

or more exactly,

V 3,2 = a tan 411 , 2 % ab

where X is the wavelength of radiation in the same units used for linear dimensions.

The integral in Eq. 29 is the Fresnel integral for which tables have been
published (Ref. 102). The form of the Fresnel integral solution is shown by the Cornu
spiral in Figure 39. The integral can be evaluated by noting the values of V along each
leg of the spiral and determining the corresponding values of C and S ithc real and
imaginary parts of A(V)J. Then A(V) 0.707(C + iS).
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FIGURE 38. Schematic Drawing of Geometry for Diffraction by a Strip.

I

FIGURE 39. Comu's Spiral, a Plot of the Freund IntegralL..

For diffraction by a strip, the length of the vector drawn between V1 on the
upper spiral, and V2 on the lower defines the izatensity of radiation received at P. For
diffi-action by a single straight edge (semni-infinite wedge), the vector length between
V, and the origin defines the intensity at P.

The preceding method is the one used in computer programs B-1 and B-11 of
Appendix B to compute diffraction by the plane B in Figure 37. The vertical distance

from the plume centerline to the upper edge of the plane B is the licngth 1-TAI
(defined in Figure 40), which is locat.-d at a distance DIST from the nozle exit. DIST
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in program B-I is defined as the x coordinate of the intersection of the line-of-sight

ray of maximum attenuation with the plume axis. HTA in program B-I is defined by V
the intersection of the line-of-sight ray suffering 3 dB attenuation with the vertical line tb
drawn at x = DIST. This forms the location of the first diffracted ray IA(V I )J. The
diffracting strip width extends to -HTA in the negative z direction also. This method
of locating the effective "diffracting strip" is unsophisticated; possible improvements
are discussed in conjunction with program B-l1 in Appendix B.

The line-of-sight method is also used to calculate, for the plume of Figure 36,
the attenuation of the ray which would intersect the bottom of the strip -HITA. This
attenuation is entered into the calculation of A(V 2 ). When the ray passing below the
plane B is attenuated by 20 dB or more, the diffraction, for all practical purposes, is
identical to that for a semi-infinite wedge (e.g., A(V2 ) = 0).

In addition to the energy diffracted by the plane B, the energy diffracted
around the cigar-shaped body of the plume must also be added in the shadow region.
This ;s done by treating the sides of the plane A as diffracting edges and summing the
energy diffracted by planes A and B with that which passes through the plume
according to the line-of-sight calculation. This calculational method will always giveattenuation values lower than those calculated by the line-of-sight method alone. In the

c= o igh. tr.. density. ~I~t hfLe 3hnecLitS31fl, cotlAJS*UUI'SZI)8fI 6
1st

In order to improve the fit of computer program B-I to existing data, it was
necessary to make a few empirical corrections to the program. One of these was the
selection, described above, of the 3-dB ray as the diffracted ray. A second correction,
described in Appendix B, is the modification of calculated signal loss by the
multiplication factor

I
• log(ATMAX) - log(THRUST)

This factor ratios the maximum calculated line-of-sight attenuation for the plume
(ATMAX) to a value of I,O00 dB and the motor thrust to a 1,000-lb thrust level.

We believe this factor comes about as the result of ignoring the effect of
refraction on the propagation of the diffracted ray. Examination of Figures 32 and 33
shows that some refracted rays are bent so strongly that at !he location on the edge
of the "electrical plume" where such rays would be diffracted, they appear to have
originated at some point in the nozzle exit plane much closer to the nozzle axis than
the actual antenna. This is an effect which will not scale independently of plume
dimensions or of electron density and so may help account for the correction factor.

The B-I diffraction model was developed to fit data using the NWC plume
model (Section 2.6.2) to generate plume properties. The effect of using this diffraction
model with several other equilibrium plume models as well, is shown in Figure 41.

'Several comparisons of the diffraction model with data are shown in Figure 42.
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In a recent paper, Webb (Ret. 112) used the B-1 diffraiution model fer data
cctrelation on large motor. Very good agreement was obtained, however, several of
the computer p.omram input variables had to be redefined as follows:

I. SHIFT - Figure 43
2. DIST - The maximum length of the predicted 0.01 dB/cn contour divided

by a factor of 4
3. HTA - Tte maximum radius of the 0.01 dB/cm contour

In addition, Webb used a correction fartoi for mms flow which is similar in ;

effect to thl term 1/3 log(THRUST) shown earlier. This term was not used in Webb's
version of tile program.

Webb's formulation can be useu when the ray of maximum predicted line-of-
sight attenuation does .ot cross the plane axis, a situation for which the original
t~iodel of Appendix B-i fails.

63 A. -MAXIMM RADIUS OF 0.01
- - . HOT 17.75 db ATTEMJATION LII

HG 111 9.0* COLD 9.5 B DISTANCE FROM PLUME
,. COlD CENTERULINE TO CEN ELlNE

*COD 19.0ATMAIENNA
V, SAM-D
10TU-c67
0 TU-16%

-o a aC ]2

1 ---- - --- -

I00
4 6 7 8 9 10 11

FIGURE 43. Correcti3n Factor (Shift) for Diffraction Prediction Model Modifications by Webb.
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One additional feature of the: diffraction computer programs of Appendix B is
the inclusion of a subroutine (FUZZ) which can be used to treat "fuzzy edges" of the
plane A (Figi?re 37) by the technique of W21ters and Wail' (Ref. Ill1). Use of FUZZ
permits one to linearly vary the opacity of the plume from zero at the edge to
infinity at some internal surface. Nonhnea-r methaxls are also described in Ref. 11i.
Although the subroutine is raiely used, it is activated by a variable called 'BEE C"
which is the half-width of -fuzr" in c-rn (e.g., the distance between the "-B and 3-dB
points or between 3-dB and infinite attenuation points). As currently ceded, inclusion
of BEET =0.01 in the B-I program effectively deactivates FUZZ and the subroutino
reverts to the standard Fresnel calculation.

Diffraction computer program~ B-11 differs from B-I in that wame of the input

parameters are derived fromn the r-y trace (refraction) calculations given by program
A-11. None of the fudge factors associated with B-I are contained in E-l.

3.4 DISPERSION OF FOCUSED MICROWAVE
BEAMS IN TRANSVERSE ATTENUATION
MEASUREMENIS I

Focused microwave radiation is frequently esed ir rader attenuation studies onj
rocket exhaust plumes. Tho foc' Sed beam technique do-2s nct simulate operational

attenuation problems but it does enabie an investigator to d.agnose the planta
properties of the plume. T'his in turn can be related to operetional problems.

Several experimental arrangemients have been used for Picuscd beam diagnostics
in which the plume and beamn axes are pe.-pendi,;ular. The niosi complex involve
simultaneously movingv the beam horizontally end vertically through the horizer, 41
rocket exhaust plumne (Ref. 113)- Simpler techniques invoive moving the beam
horizontally ti-rough the .Ahaust while beam andl plume axes intersect (Ref. 114) or
measuring at a single position in the exhaust, again with intersecting axes (Ref. 115).

* i The simplest aralytical approach to the problem is to assume that all radiation
is concentrated in a "line" or ray that intersects the plume. If the path length of the
plumne (d) and attenuation per unit length kta) can be specified, this calculation yields
attenuation (AT') as the product o~' d arid the average value of a, i.e., (5), or more
precise'ly

A .7 Te =~f s)ds &d 78(30)

Wsapproacb is reasonable if taie plume diameter i! ..;~ greater than the bearr
diameterii8
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in the second approach, described by Weston (Ref. 113), the beam is assumed
to have a finite extent. The focused radiation in space is assumed to follow a Bessuj
function distribution (Figure 44), which actually resembles the measured spacial
distribution. Equation 30 is then integrated over the entire volume of the beam. The
plume and beam axes need not intersect. In practice, the problem is treated by
summing a large number of rays and allotting to each ray the energy apportioned by
the distribution in Figure 44, and the signal loss calculated by Eq. 30. The attenuation
coefficient (a) is assumed to be radially invariant. In the work of Hedman and Smoot
(Ref. 116), radial variation of a is considered.

In the more sophisticated approach described in Ref. 94, the previous work is
expanded to include the effect of the plasma phase shift coefficient on refraction by
the plume and on interference phenomena that can affect the signal strength at the
receiver. Radial variations of attenuation and phase shift coefficients in a rocket
exhaust plume are included.

The interaction of a focused transverse microwave beam with a plume is shown
in Figure 45, which shows a beam larger than the plume. The effect of refraction by a
homogeneous plume on a single ray is shown in Figure 46. The effects of refraction
are to (I) change path length and direction of radiation in the plume and from the
plume to the receiver; this changes the calculated signal Ion by attenuation and by
phase shift, (2) change location of signal in receiver pattern, and (3) shunt some of
the refracted radiation out of the receiver main lobe pattern completely.

The details of the refraction calculation can be studied in the computer
- program listed in Ref. 94. Conceptually, the calculation is very simple. Complexities

arise because it is necessary to provide logical decisions for all unusual ray behavior to
avoid failure of a computing run.

The general discussion of refraction in Section 3.2 has a bearing on this
section. Consider Eq. 27

d(nt)
do = Vn (27)

For the assumption of radial variation of refractive index, P, Vn is always in a radial
direction from a fixed center. Let P be the position vector of a point of the ray
refe-Ted to the center as origin. Since I and Vn are parallel, the vector product of Eq.
27 by Pyields

P xd(nt)O 0
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FIGURE 44. Focused Microwave Beam Energy Diuribution (z 383 1 r/P. see Fig. 45).
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*0
* FIGURE 45. Model of the latersection of the Plume and the Micyowmy Dam.

FIGURE 46. Model of Intercdton of Ray With Rtfractig PlaurA Cylinder.
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Now since

d dP Pxd
- (P x nt) a-x nt + P x d n-)ont

and L- is tangent to the ray and hence parallel to nt

Fx A (n!) (-xn0do o a

and Eq. 27 becomes

do

and

d
(IPI n sin -,) 0

where -f is the angle between P (and hence Vn) and the direction of the ray, t. Thus
IFVn sin -y is a constant along any ray. This is the generalization of Snell's law to t'Le
case of a radially-directed refractive index gr idient.

Tht energy in a focused microwave [,eam has been reported to vary as a first
order Bessel function of the first kind (Eq. 31). This is showp graphically in Figure
44. For an experimental arrangement

E =(31)

with conical horns, x = 2wrg/2P, where r is the radius of a chosen ooint for which the
energy density is to be calculated, R is the ratio of lens radius to lens focal length,
and X is the microwave wavelength. At x 3.831, E 0 and r = 1.52X. This defines
the radius of the first energy minimum, or the effective beam radius at the region of
focus. This first diffraction disc contains 85.9% of the radiated energy. If the receiving
antenna has identical characteristics, in the absence of refraction, 99.5% of the received
energy comes from the first diffraction disc. Several test casm were calculated with
additional discs of the Bessel function. These resulted, even when including refraction,
in only slight differences over the first disc calculation. Therefore, for economy And
simplicity, only the first diffraction disc has been included in the computer program of
Ref. 94.

The model described in Ref. 94 was inspired by an earlier inability to correlate
large amounts of attenuation data. At that time, we had hoped to publish recommend-
ed values of transverse attenuation (in dB/1,000-lb thrust units) for those propellants
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which had been measured. However, when the data were examined from firings on
diverse thrust levels, it was found that when reduced to the common units, the smaller
motors of identical propellant generally gave higher attenuation values. Theoretical
line-of-sight predictive techniques, when adjusted to duplicate measured attenuation for
high thrust levels, would predict values too low at lower thrusts.

The study described in Ref. 94 was intended to develop a tool which would
remedy such discrepancies. As indicated in Figure 47, it appears that this goal was
achieved. Figure 47 compares experimental transverse attenuation data frotn firings of
three motor sizes containing identical propellant (Ref. 117). with the results of the
model developed in Ref. 94. T~h refraction model agrees with the data far better than
the simpler attenuation model. In using the model, a beam radius of 0.05 meter and
beam focal length of 1.0 meter were assumed. The plume parameters were obtained
from Ref. 118 and are shown in Table 6.

The results of additional calculations given in Ref. 94 indicate that phase shift
interference does not appear to be important to received power calculations for most
rocket plumes, although the literature indicates that there are plasma regions
(he > 101 2 /cm 3 ) in which it must be considered (Ref. 119). This refraction model
indicates why scaling laws, which fail to account for refraction (beam spreading), are V
unbe to correlate the extensive data on focused transverse plume RF attenuation.

* 3.5 PULSE DISTORTION BY A ROCKET
* EXHAUST PLUME

A rocket exhaust degrades a microwave beam that paws near or through it. A
continuous wave passing through an exhaust will suffer attenuation, a phase shift and
will be amplitude- and phase-modulated. A pulsed wave form wil be further degraded
because the plume is a dispersive medium and will effect each of the spectral
components of the pulse differently. This distortion causes the pulses to smear into
each other, giving the possibility that a space may be interpreted as a mark or vice
versa (Ref. 120). If this happens, the error rates may increase in the received signal
and thus degrade the information being transmitted (Ref. 120).

For this analysis, the exhaust plume is considered "loss-less" with the only
degradation due to the non-linear phase distortion.

Pulse distortion by a plasma is generally treated by Elliott's method (Ref. 120-
123). Elliott's parameter:

Sa = 2/(T,,7c) •  _ - daS (32)

is related to disiartion of a pulse form as shown in Figure 48.
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V AXIS DISPL.ACED FOR CLARITY

2 .

THEORY WITHOUT REFRACTION

0 0.0 0- A .0

NO0L EXI RA",V ITH RATO

FIGURE 47. Comparison of Attenuation Data Wiht Theoretical R"WAU Both With and

Without Refraction. Calculations are for conditions of Tapie 6.
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____TABLE 6. Plume Parameters for Comparison with Experlment

PI raIc Relaiive Contour radii Contour radii Contour radii Elec',ron

Contour Contour for plume A, for plume B, for plume C, density,
no. radius meter' Metert meter1' Ne'C cm- 3

1 1.0 0.035 0.055 0.128 1.3(10)

2 0.85 0.03 0.047 0.109 2.6(10)

3 0.76 0.027 0.042 0.097 5.2(10)

4 0.7 0.024 0.038 0.090 6.5(10)

5 0.60 .021 0.033 0.077 7,8(10)

6 0.42 0.015 0.023 0.054 7.8(10)

7 0.3 0.03 0.016 0.038 6.5(10)

8 0.15 0.005 0.008 0.019 5.2(10)

Note: Numbers in parenthises represent exponenlts of 10, i~. (10)
Results of calculations are compared with duta in Figure 47.

'~9.5 GHz radiation frcquency assumed with 1-meter focal length and
0.05-meter beam radius.

(.orrespodiny8 exit radii (1I.ine~ 471h fo~r the thcee plumes are: A.= 0.02

meter. B = 0.035 meter. Ad C 0 .078 meter.
CCollision frequency 2.5 x~ lot1 s ec~l.
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Breil (Ref. 123) has prepared a simple computer prograrn for calculating pulse
distortion by a rocket exhaust plume. Communications experts wan that values of "a"
as low as 0.1 can indic %e a serious level of communication pulse distortion. Breil has
shown that for conditiis at which equation 19 applies (Ref. 124),'Elliott's paramter
can be rewritten as:

0.088 1W2_+ P2 /2

In these equations the variables are defined as fellows:

*T =pulse duration, sec
c =speed of light, cm/sec
n =index of refraction of plasma
f =carrier frequency, Hz
f= plasma frequency -56,000'Ii-,

n. = electron density, cn-g3

P=electron collision frequency, sec-
w= 2wf

A = attenuation over the path S2 - S1, db

For a numerical calculation of Elliott's parameter, consider an exhaust plume
with the following parameters:

v- 1.9 x loll sec-1

WO-2.6 x 1010 radian/sec
w-2rf = 6.28 x 1010 radian/sec
n.=2.15 x 1011 electron/cm

T-l I 10 9 sec =0.001i sec
attenuation (predicted) 50 dB

al- 0.088 Il.9 X 10 ,1 (6.28 X 1010)2 + (1.9X 1011) 50]l

I0 X to- 9 (1.9 X 011) 2]

a 0.29

This large value for "1a" may have a serious effect on the quality of the information
being transmitted, depending on 0i specific modulation scheme employed (Ref. 120).

The above analysis is only strictly valid for the underdense plume where
wpw>w. A more Seneral formulation of the problem is needed to determine the

pulse distortion for an ovcrnicnse exhaust plume. Given a vaue o"A", the, followig
computer program predicts the. resulting wavtform.
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, ".",",10 RE" , A

."!'1 14 CONlTIMUE i-

30 YJ -, ERRF((XX + 1)/A)
40 T2 - ERR((X - 1)/A) ! : .ai
5 :  0 CALL FR (((M + 1)/A) #2, Cl, S1) ,

..60 CALL FR ((()M - 1)/A) 12l, C2, S2) ;-

: 70 PULSE - .S*SORT((YI - Y2) t2 + (Cl -81 -C2 + 12) 2

90 IF(XX- 2.1)14, 14, 15 '
92 21 oRAT(ZF2o.s) --

.180 DUMEHSION A(7M I :

191 AM2- 70.5230784Z - 3
192 AM3- 42.2820123E - 3

I193 A(4) -9.21052729 - 3
i ~~194 AM - 1.5201439 - 4 r

l ' 1' '"196 AM7) 4.30638K -., 5
210 YY " BS(Y) -
220 IFi(YY -6.0) 1, 10., 10

230 10 ERRY - 1.
240 GO TO 2
250 1 lF(YY - .00001) 12 , 12, 6

.260 129IMR - 2.*YY/1.7725
270 GO T102
.280 6 SDPO ,, 0.
290 DO 5 1 - 1, 7 "
300 5 S I Q - sDF + (AM )) (YY**(l 1))
310 MW - - (SDIO**(- 16) -1.)

.320 2 WF - SIGN(LFARY, V)
-.321 ZZ - MKW

600 SUBROUTINE FRO (X, C. S)
610 SV -x
620 X- ABS(X)
630 7 (1. + .926"X)/(2. + 1.792*1 + 3.100WX )
640 G I1.M(. + 4i.142*1 + 3,&92"Xt2 + 6.67"Xf3)
650 :I: S U -3.1415"X+2/2,

.. ..60 c -. 5 + 1*SIN(U) - G*COs(U)
670 S -. 5S - M OW() - Q*.S.IH.(u)
680 11e(SV) 3. 4, 4

': 690 -' 3 C "-C :
• .1700 3 - - S . .; r . . :..
, p710 4 RNIr lN,
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4.0 PLUME-RF ATTENUATION DATA SUMMARY

Large amounts of radar attenuation data for a variety of rocket motor plumes
have btcen generated over the past decade. Table 7 outlines the major variables which
have been studied in the tests.

9. TABLE 7. Variables in Plumie.RF Attenuation Tests.
.- Test Characteristics

I. Microwave (RF) equipment
a. Focused beam (curved or Fresnel lenses)
b. Unfocused beam (standard open antennas)
c. Single- or multiple-frequency

2. Orientation of test

3. Dynamics of tests
a. Static
(1) Sea level
(2) Simulated altitude
(3) Inert atmosphere effects (e.g., N2 shroud)
(4) Specil effects (e.g., flameholders, torch, air injection)

b. Dynamic (flowing free stream)
() Wind tunnel simulption
(2) Flight test
(3) Inferences frum fligh: data on inissile evaluation tests

B. Motor Characteristics

I, Chamber pressurt
2. Expansion ratio
3. Propellant composition

a. Solids level
b. Aluminum level
c. Alkali metal impurity level
d. Supprtesant nddltives

4. Thmnt evel

The following paragraphs generalize about the variables listed in Table 7.

Test .'Chracteristi"

1. Microwave R _ i mnrt. Focused beams are generally limited to short
path lengtivs between anunnas and hvice to transverse orientations (with a
few exceptions). It is very important that the beam diameter be considerably
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smaller than the plume or complicated analysis will be required to extract
meaningful data from the tests (Section 3.4).

Unfo.used beams do not give easily analyzable data except for those cases
where plume-RF interactions are so weak that line-of-sight approximations
can be applied. Unfocused beams are generally used for diagonal tests.

Multiple frequency tests have the advantage that electron density and
electron collision frequency can both be inferred directly from measurements
and further that any inconsistencies due to beam size can usually be
spotted.

2. Orientation of Test. Although the diagonal orientation (RF "beam" at an
oblique angle to the plume axis) simulates missile in-flight system geometry,
it is generally used only for static tests (or naturally fo- flight tests). Since
in this static case no other test variables, other than orientation, actually
resemble an operating missile system, the diagonal orientation is only useful
to evaluate electromagnetic interaction mode!s for already well characterized
plumes.

Transverse tests with focused beams provide a diagnostic tool for eval-
tating predictions of electron density distribution. Transverse measurements
can be made for all dynamic situations ,excepi flight test); however, it is
usually impossible to traverse (longitudinal travel) a sufficient length of
plume in a wind tunnel flight simulation. Transverse measurements have also
been made while moving the plume in a second dimension, normal to the
beam axis, to measure attenuation off the plume axis; very fine collimation
of the RF beam is required for sensible results in such measurements.

3. Dynamics of Tests. Attenuation measurements on static plumes have been
used to evaluate the simplest plume models. After verification of transverse
predictions, a comparison of diagonal measurements and predictions can be
used to evaluate diagonal interactien models. Tne plumes of missiles in flight
are so d.fferent from static plumes that a static test really may not provide
much information about the attenuation properties of an in-flight plume.
Special static tests have explored the use of flameholders (Ref. 125, 126,
127, and 128) to cause increased plume afterburning, but the results did not
fully simulate the more dramatic effects noted in flight plumes. Early L.ts
to demonstrate the importance of afterburning with air were performed in
which static pluries exhausted into inert atmospheres or were shrouded with
nitrogen (Ref. 129). Tests at reduced ambient pressure (simulated altitude)
have shown differences from static sea level results (generally higher attenua-
tion at reduced pressures), but it is not known how much was a pressure
effect, and how much the result of inadequately focused beams. Theory
does predict rate-dependent chemical effects at reduced plume pressure
which result in increased electron density.
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Dynamic plume tests, with a co-flowing free stream, provide the closest
simulation of an in-flight m.ssile. Wind tunnel, restrict the placement of the
antenna and cau cause undesirable shock reflection effects. The best mea-
surements are limited to tra ,sverse focused-beani attenuation studies of
electron density distribution. Only in actual flight t2sts can one obtain all N
the variables and then it can be very difficult to monitor them sufficiently
well to obtain useful signal loss data.

Motor Characteristics

M'ntor characteristics have been shown to have a significant effect on attenu4-
tion me ..jred in tests of ail the types described above. The type of propellant car
strongly affect the pattern of afterburning in the plume and hence the attenuation.
Attenuation increases with increasing aluminum level for all propellant classes. For
rubber-base composite propellants, increasing the solids (oxidizer) level seems generally
to decrease attenuation. For all propellants, attenuation increases approximately as the
square root of the concentration of potassium or sodium impurities, and approximately
as the square ro-,t of thrust level. Increasing chamber pressure seems to decrease
attenuation. Urtderexpanded exhaust plumes have a pronounced shock structure which
can cause high attenuation levels near the nozzle exit. When these act as ignition sites
for afterburning, plume attenuation may increase signiticantly with dtureasiiag expan-
sion ratio Overexpansion does not appear to significantly alter the attenuation
observed for optimuni expansion conditions.

4.1 STATIC TRANSVERSE ATTENUATION DATA

The Thiokol Chemical Comnpany IR&D programs sponsored an extensive review
of transveme attenuation data obtained from static motor firings. These data are
presented in Appendix C in more detail than has been previously published in Ref. 61
and 130. The Lockheed Propulsion Company summarized their radar attenuation data
ob~tined between 1963 and 1969 in Ref. 131. Pertinent data come from sources more
numerous than we could review completely. Whenever possible, prior reviews have been
used.

Some measured effects of simulated altitude aind motor scale on transverse
attenuation are shown in Figure 49. The data were scaled by dividing both attenuation

d1 and distance from the nozzle exit by the square root of rector thrust. Although this is
not a perfect scaling law, it does describe the relationship inherent in equilibrium
plume models. Discrepancies could easily be due to experimental uncertainties; too
large microwave beams for the smaller motor plumes or an inadequate scaling concept.
Seen in this light, the agreement is remarkably good, since in every case peak

attenuation is within a factor of two, and locations of attenuation peaks are within
reasonable agreement. (See Ref. 130 for comparison parameters.)
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FIGURE 49. X-Band Transverse Attenuation Data for Static Plumes of 88112 Composite Propellant Scaled by
(Thrust) t1 2. Nunbers in parentheses indicate data source in Appendix C; numbers following represent test
altitude in thousands of feet and motor thrust in pounds.

Many additional simulated altitude measurements have been made at the Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL) (Ref. 132). Although most of these remain unpublished,
some can be traced reasonably well tnrough the JANNAF Radar Attenuation,
Plume-Signal Interference, and Plume Technology Meeting Bulletins (Ref. 13 through
15, 18, 21, and 22 of Ref. 1). These simulated altitude studies attempted to determine
which propellants would produce serious attenuation in flight by looking at the effect
of external static pressure alone. In a gross way, the technique seems to work since
"bad actors" spotted in reduced pressure tests (but not in sea level tests) did in fact
give serious flight attenuation. The technique is less useful for determining the altitude
sensitivity of in-flight attenuation because so many other effects influence the plume
in flight. -
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Breil and Victor (Ref. 125) attempted to repyoduce worst-case flight attenua-
tion effects by inserting flameholders into the plume within 6 inches of the nozzle
exit. ATI graphite flameholders, backed by stainless steel, failed before attenuation
data could be obtained (except in the case of Propellant "C") because of the severe
oxidizing and corrosive conditions. Later repetition of the tests with cylindrical
tungsten flameholders gave the data shown in Figure 50. It was hoped that flow
stagnation behind the flameholders would creatt conditions similar to base recirculation
and combustion induced in flight and simulated flight tests on some propellants. There
is a resemblance between 88/112 liameholder data (Figure 50) and simulated flight data
(Figure 51) (also see Section 4.3). For ELP and Propellant C the flameholder tests
failed to reproduce the very large increases in attenuation observed in both simulated
and actual flight. It should be noted that tungsten has been demonstrated to be an
effective electron suppressing additive and eroded tungsten may have reduced attenua-
tion in the flameholder tests.

There is no evidence that composite propellants experience very large attenua-
tion increases at flight conditions. Although it has been shown that reduced atmospher-
ic pressure increases attenuation (Figure 49), the addition of free stream velocity has
countered this increase in all known tests (compare Figures 49, 51, 52, and 53). The
only reasonable explanation for this behavior is that the exhaust gases of composite
propellants are already so hot that complete afterburning of the gases occurs in the
atmosphere without the addition of extra heat from base recirculation or shock
stagnation. If this is the case, the failure of the flameholder tests to cause large
attenuation increases, except directly downstream of the flaneholder, is understandable.
However, the absence of a significant effect with ELP and Propellant C is contrary to
both flight and simulated flight data.

4.2 STATIC DIAGONAL ATTENUATION DATA

There are fewer data from diagonal attenuation measurements than from
transverse. Primary reasons ar the additional space and instrumentation required for
diagonal measurements. Because of the complexities of diagonal RF propagation
through and near an exhaust plume, diagonal attenuation measurements do not give
much information about plume electron density or collision frequency distributions.
Furthermore, since plume properties can vary drastically with flight conditions, the
diagonal data obtained in static tests may have little relation to flight data obtained
with the same measurement geometry.

The value of statii diagonal measurements lies in their use to confirm diagonal

prediction models. The following logical steps are involved:

1. Static transverse attenuation data are used to confirm the static plume
model.

2. Dynamic (wind tundlel) transverse attenuation data are used to confirm the
* in-flight plume model.
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3. Static diagonal attenuation data a. ,xd to confirm the diagonal
propagation model for the alread:" con..,med static plume.

4. The diagonal propagation model is used to extrapolate the dynamic model
to a flight situation.

Static diagonal data are valuable only from this analytical standpoint, and then
only if enough data are obtained to characterize the plume over a wide range of
aspect angles. Ideally, the motor should be rotated in the RF field so that a
continuous variation of attenuation with angle can be measured. Good measurements
have also been obtained with multiple receiving antennas spaced at angles in the field.
However, data from continuous angle measurements show that the use of multiple
receiving antennas is likely to greatly decrease the value of a measurement since so
much information, valuable for assessment of propagation models, will be missing.

Although diagonal attenuation data have been reported numerous times, the
only attempt at a consistent study is described in Ref. 133.

The data in Figure 54 show the effect of varying propellant composition on
diagonal attenuation for one antenna orientation. The motors were rotated during
firing so that a continuous tiace of attenuation versus aspect angle was obtained.
Figure 21 compared peak vaiaes of diagonal and transverse attenuation for a number

The relationship for the straight line in Figure 27 is given by the equation.

log D = 0.511 log T + 0.363 (32)

where

D = peak diagonal attenuation, dB
T = peak transverse attenuation

It would be unwise to attach too much significance to Eq. 32; it is only an
empirical relationship which has been derived from data on fairly small motors.

Additional diagonal attenuation data were shown in Figures 34 and 42 (Section

3.3) where they are compared with calculated values.

The results of extensive measurements of transverse and diagonal attenuation of

the composite modified double base (CMDB) Propellant ELP are shown in Figure 55.
This propellant and the Propellant FDS are discussed further in the following sections.

Measured diffraction by an aluminum cylinder (similar in size to an exhaust
plume) was compared with diagonal attenuation data in Figure 35. On the basis of
that comparison, it seems safe to say that such diffraction by a "perfect conductor"

sets an upper limit to diagonal attenuation. This could be a useful relationship for
estimating in-flight attenuation.
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4.3 DYNAMIC TRANSVERSE ATIENUATION DATA

TlIe Navy has sponsorCd five major studies of plume attenuation with wind
ttnnel sinmulation of the free stream (Ref. 134, 135, 136, 14, 126, and 137). The Air

Force co-spon.ored the .tudy of Rel. 136. In all cases, the goal was to obtain
information to assist iii developing or evaluating in-flight plume attenuation models.
None of the studies was conclusive, in that flaws in planning or execution created
effects with unknown intluenccs on the data. The first tests (dimensions in Table 8)
were limited mo.tly to the Propellant ELP, an Al-Mg containing composite modified

TABILE 8. Diznensions of Components for I igures 56 and 57.

IA
_a ________T_________

C F E

Dimension OP, in. TP', in. FPC, in.

A 4.5 7.5 15.0

B 1.5 1.8 4.8

" 2.5 4,5 8.4

1) 1.655 2.628 5.476

" 4.954 7.868 11.72

F 0.712 1.132 2.355

B~lse ratios (D/E)

OPcOPcd 0.334
OPC/TPC 0.210
TPC/TPC 0.334

TPC/FPC 0.224

FP:/FPC 0.407

Note: All boat tails were angled at 3.88
degrees, all e = 5.404, all Pc -- 250 psia.

a The designation OPC/TPC refers to an
OPC motor (ABCDF) in a TPC missile (E),
etc.
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double base ('MDB) propellant, which is not typical of present high-energy solid-
rocket propellants. The studies of Ref. 135 and 130 utilized composite solid
propellants with 12 or 207, aluminum (sone containing molybdenum or MoO 3 additive
for attenuation suppression).

The study of Ref. 14 used :oncentric air and rocket nozzles and 87!10
composite propellant (see Ref. 134). The rocket nozzle was contoured to minimize the
effect of shocks and base mixing which have major effects on in-flight attenuation.
This was intended to make possible reasonable comparisons with the many plume-
mixing models which ignore shock structure and hase recirculation. Unfortunately, the
beam width tX-hand) appears to have been too large for the plume and the meaning
of the data may be ambiguous. Beam width corrections applied to the data brought
reasonable agreement with calculated values. Some of the data from Ref. 14 were
compared with theory in Figure 26.

The Itfth test series demonstrated base-induced aftcrburning quite strikingly for
scvcral propellants in small rocket motors.

From the dynamic test data available on the first three test series, selected
excerpts are presented in Figures 51 through 53 and 56 through 59. It would be nice
if one .otiul scrn c ,rtain trend, from these figures which would permit easy
cxtrapolatiott of static data to flight, or from one flight condition to another.
Unfortunately. the differences in behavior of the two propellants shown seem to be
qualitative, thus obviating analogies between them. For the 88/12 composite propellant,
the two sets of independently obtained data are so dissimilar that comparisons of
numerical values tell us nothing. We do know that the normal shock is the major
effect seen in the AEDC data and that any significant afterburning (if it occurred) was
downstream of the observed positions in the plume.

The Ordnance Aerophysics Laboratory (OAL) data on ELP propellant show
some interesting behavior (Figures 56 and 57). The attenuation increases with altitude
for all data at a given velocity. Varying the base ratio has a significant effect on
attenuation. The only "strange" datum is that for the TPCI'FPC motor/"missile body"
pair. Offhand one would expect this largest base/nozzle ratio to give attenuation values
about two or three times the OPC/TPC pair. The actual measured values ate
comparable to the OPC/OPC data. The implications of this would seem to be that the
base effect is more complicAted than one of base ratio alone, and probably involves
scale as well. There is also the unhappy possibility that the larger FPC system created
'scale" effects in the wind tunnel which completely hid the plume/flow effects being

sought.

Therefore, the best one can do for predicting flight plume effects is to use
models to match dynamic data which seem most consistent and extrapolate to the
flight case.
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8J FROM REF. 134) TPCtTPC, P,45PI

7

6

co5

0

<3 88/10 (1.5% M00 3).

j 2

88/12

0 8811212%MoO 3 )

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8

DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE EXIT. FT

FIGURE 58. Simulated Flight Data QAL Tests, Composite Propellants, 28,000-Ft Simulated Alttude,

Mach 2.2, Effect of Propellant Composition (Ref. 135).
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* ¥-

31 g

C 2

IL12 (2 b)

0 2 :3.4

DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE EXIT. FT

FIGURE 59. Simulated Flight Data, 88/12 Propellant, 29,000-Ft Simulated Altitude, Effect of
Attenuation Suppressing Additive (Ref. 136).

The fifth series of simulated flight tests made at OAL (Ref. 126 and 137) on
six propellants are summarized in Figure 60. Only the tests which gave the largest
attenuation are shown. (Three different motors were tested for each propellant and the
peak attenuation occurred at the maximum free stream velocity in all cases except
one, Propellant E). Propellant E was unusual in that it contained 3% potassium
sulphate. Knowing this, the relatively low attenuation shown in Figure 60 fof

Propellant E is an indicati,)n that full afterburning did not occur.

Cinema photographs of the tests show that afterburning attached to the missile
base occurred for Propellants G, F, and C only for those tests summarized in Figure
60. For the other tests, on these and the other three propellants, attached base
burning either did not occur or occurred only intermittently at ignition or during
tailoff.

Attached base burning was observed only during tailoff in the AEDC tests at
Mach 2.0 (Ref. 136). Unfortunately, the microwave equipment was not in a position
to measure attenuation during the phenomenon.

Propellant C used in flameholder tests (Figure 50) and Propellant C discussed
here are believed to have been of the same composition. All simulated altitude tests on
Propellants C through H gave values of attenuation below the sensitivity of the
measurement system (0.01 to 0.05 dB) (Ref. 126 and 34) and were not indicative of
the potential in-flight attenuation problems. These simulated flight tests and in-flight
measurements on the same propellants are discussed more fully in he next two

* sections.
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CALCULATED

FREE STREAM CHAMBER
G VELOCITY TEMPERATURE

PROPELLANT FT/SEC AT 50 ATM OK

C 2897 2,412
0 297 2,366
E 2,793 1.967

4 F 2,750 1,963
G 2,935 2,170
H 3,049 2,243

3

2a F

-

0.1

01 2 3 4

DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE EXIT, FT

FIGURE 60. Simulated Flight Data for Six Propelants (50-Pound Thrust, 33,000 to 38,O0'Ft
Simulated Altitude).

4.4 IN-FLIGFrf ATTENUATION DATA

Extensive in-flight attenuation data reported by Poehler (Ref. 138, 139, 140,

ano 141) were obtained from strategic or space vehicle launchings. Since these data are
for RF transmission through plumes at higher L',itudes than are of interest in tactical

missiles, they will not be discussed in this report.

In-flight attenuation data were examined by Smoot in a 1970 report (Ref. 34).
It was hoped that enough good fligbt data might be avaiiable for evaluation of models

then existing-or to serve as a guide to the improvement of the models. It was also
hoped that piggy-back techniques would become obvious by which more flight
attenuation data could be obtained from tactical missile system flight tests. It soon
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became clear that existing prediction models were not adequate to explain the data.
However. by examining the data, improvisations and improvements to the models have
been made.

Unfortunately too, piggy-back testing is disliked by systems development people

because it can interfere with their objectives and schedules. It is also rare that one can

add sufficient instrumentation in a piggy-back to obtain enough data for full analysis
of flight attenuation. Figure 0l is an example of data from a well-instrumented
attenuation flight test. Four such figures may be constructed from data in this one
flight: for two different RF frequencies and two different receiver sites. Rotation of
the missile during flight (I rps) provided positive and negative aspect angle data and
data out of the antenna/nozzle axis plane. Such data are helpful for confirming
diagonal propagation models.

In-flight attenuation data (for positive aspect angles, i.e., "through the plume")
for the propellants of Figure 60 are summarized in Figure 62. The order of
attenuation is grossly different for the simclated flight and flight data except that D
and H had the lowest attenuation in both test series. Propellants C and D were
identical in composition except for the addition of 1% lead chromate to Propellant D
as an electron suppressant. This is discussed further in Section 4.5.

e fflEDICTION -0 DEGREE tREF. 1441

:3 ! s

P 1 -100 D>ILTV e

lB143219-0101

1090GOEG RE

S.RELATIVE ANGL

1 0-10

0 J_

111 14 13 12 11 10 10 11

i ~AiM4W1 ANIGLE. DE-G

SFIGURE 61. In.Flight Attenuation for Propellant C (Rolling Mimlk),
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34

32

30

VFoPULLANT FUEL INOEX
AND AooITIVES

26 . 1-011 43% K2S041

F-0.48 (1% PbC0 4

Q-G)AS (0.9% PbC,04 )

SH-.41 0.9% PbC04)
0-0.375 41% 6 CrO4)

0 C

Is

14.11
G

10

4 -

2

0 _ i . I lI

0 10 20 30 40 s0

ALTITUDE, KFT

FIGURE 62. Flight Attenuation Data for Propellant of Figure 60 (Section

4.3). Aspect angle range from 2 degrees at 10,000 ft to 10 degrees at

35,000 ft and above.
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All of these propellants had impu-ity levels of 170-345 ppm sodium and 50-75
ppm potassium. Missile nozzle/base diameter ratios were small, 0.32, indicating a large
base and likelihood of significant base recirculation. Photographs of the missile flights
show onset of vigorous afterburning attached to the base at flight Mach numbers of
2.1 to 2.3 (which occurred in the altitude regime of 19,000 to 25,000 feet). Altitude
is believed to be of minor importance to the onset of afterburning, provided only that
sufficient air is present to support afterburning. (The Terrier missile observations (Ref.
128 and 142) show the same velocity dependence for the initiation of afterburning.)

*! The data and the appearance of full base burning during tailoff in AEDC tests
(Ref. 136) noted in Section 4.3 adds credibility to the suggestion that there may be
some critical combinations of the variables {1) free stream velocity, (2) base/nozzle
diameter ratio, (3) boat-tail angle, (4) exhaust gas velocity, (5) exhaust gas tern-
persture, and (6) exhaust gas fuel index, and species and reaction rates required for
ignition in the base region. Al! of these variables (except the reaction rates) enter into
the equilibrium base recirculation model (Section 2.4). However, since combination of
that model with an aft-plume calculation has only recently been developed, little
evidence has yet been developed to prove the adequacy of the model. A new
non-equilibrium base recirculatien model was mentioned in Section 2.7.2.

Pergament (Rcf. 143), Victor "(unpublished), and Smoot (Ref. 34) have cal-
culated plume properties for some of the Propellants C through H. Victor and Smoot's
equilibrium calculations gave electron densities much lower than those necessary to
explain the data seen with full base burning. Pergament's non-equilibrium calculations
(without base effects) predicted peak afterburning plume temperatures much lower
than the equilibrium models (1,800 versus 2,1000K). However, because of the rate
coefficients in the calculation, Pergament predicted much higher electron densities (6 X
10' versus 8 x 1010). Pergament's predicted electron densities are of the order
required to explain the simulated flight data of Figure 60. These electron densities,
when applied to full-scale diagonal line-of-sight attenuation calculations, lead to
predictions of the order of several hundred decibels. Victor and Breil used a simple
diffraction model (Ref. 144) to calculate propagation "through" Pergamrent's plumes
(propellants C and H) and obtained agreement to within 2 dB of the flight data at
aspect angles of t 0 degrees (see circles in Figure 61).

Flight data from the Terrier missile and two experimental rocket test vehicles
(RTV) are shown in Figue 63. The experimental propellants are examined more fully
in Section 4.5. The Terrier double-base propellant failed to attenuate RF signals in
static tests (much like the propellants C through H). The propellants in RTV-l and -2
(ELP and FDS, respectively) are described in Section 4.5. Static sea-level attenuation
data on ELP and FDS were shown in Figure 55; simulated flight data on ELP were
shown in Figures 56 and 57.

Simulated flight tests on FDS propellant gave constant attenuation of about 0.1

dB along the entire plume except for peaks of about I to 2 dB at ignition and 0.4 to
0.6 dB at tailoff.
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35 TERRIER LTV-3
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FIGURE 63. Flight Attenuation Data.

4.5 RF ATTENUATION SUPPRESSING ADDITIVE DATA

Additive data obtained prior to 1967, which were reviewed in Ref. 78, are
summarized in Figure 64. Unfortunately, more recently published data, although
covering additional additive substances and test conditions, have not decreased the
uncertainties concerning the quantitative effectiveness of molybdenum, the effect of
propellant aluminum content (through its eff,,ct on plume temperature) or the
relationships between attenuation suppression at test conditions and in operational
flights.

Smoot and Hedman (Ref. 145) summarized the results of four additive studies:

1. Selected additives at weight percentages of one or two can reduce peak
attenuation by factors of 2 to 6. Optimum additive concentrations have not
been established, but will probably be close to I%.

2. Compounds containing molybdenum seemed to be the most effective ad-
ditives. Molybdenum metal was recommended as the best additive for
rubber-based composite propellants.

3. Reducing alkali metal impurity content of the propellant is a very effective
way to reduce attenuation. Attenuation varies about as the square root of
potassium concentration for all test conditions.
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FIGURE 64. Comparison of the Results of Dif-
ferent Additive Studies (Ref. 78).

4. Attenuation reductions greater than 90%/t are possible by using ammonium

perchiorate with reduced potassium in conjunction with an effective additive
like molybdenum.

Myers, Jenks, and Hartsoek (Ref. 146 and 31) continued the Hercules additive

study program and measured the effectiveness of a number of additives in tests which
included simulated flight conditions.

At NWC, Harp (Ref. 83) performed the boron additive studies shown in Figure

24. Under NWC sponsorship, wind tunnel tests at AEDC (Ref. 136) demonstrated the
effectiveness of molybdenum at simulated flight conditions.

Altman, Thompson, and Sukanek at the Air Force Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory (Ref. 147) measured the effect of a number of additives at concentrations
of I and 3% on diagonal attenuation with composite propellants containing 7, 12, 16,
and 20% aluminum.
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FIGURE 64. Compars n of the Results of Dif-
ferent Additive Studies (Ref. 78).

4. Attenuation reductions greater than 90% are possible by using ammonium
perchlorate with reduced potassium in conjunction with an effective additive
like molybdenum.

Myers, Jcnks, and Hartsock (Ref. 146 and 31) continued the Hercules additive
study program and measured the effectiveness of a number of additives in tests which
included simulated flight conditions.

At NWC, Harp (Ref. 83) performed the boron additive studies shown in Figure
24. Under NWC sponsorship, wind tunnel tests at AEDC (Ref. 136) demonstrated the
effectiveness of molybdenum at simulated flight conditions.

Altman, Thompson, and Sukanek at the Air Force Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory (Ref. 147) measured the effect of a number of additives at concentrations
of I and 3% on diagonal attenuation with composite propellants containing 7, 12, 16,
and 20% aluminum.
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In tests of static sea level diagonal attenuation and noise. Fuller and Williams at
the Lockheed Propulsion Company measured the effect of molybdenum addition on
diagonal attenuation by motor plumes containing 12%7, aluminum and both standard
(STD) aind reduced levels of potassumn (NIP) (Ref. 133).

el All of' the transverse additive datta obtained on molybdenum additives (including
Mo, Mo0 3 and MoS-,) are summarized in Figure 65. Diagonal data from Ref. 133 are

* included also; hiowever, those from Ref. 147 are left out for reasons shown later in
this section. The shaded area from Figure 64 is included in Figure 65 for purposes of
comparison. The heavy solid line represents the upper possible limit of additive
effectiveness (i.e., 100% reduction of attenuation). The two lighter solid lines represent

20 - ELP

18 A 6o% AQ
V20% AR
X VU CORDITE. DIAGONAL

I- SOLID POINTS ARE
* SIMULATED FLIGHT DATA

I ,,UPPER LIMIT (0 d6)

NI' ~ 14

E8 LEAST SOUARES DATA FIT

80% REDUCTION

40
4 DIAGONAL DATA

~(STO r

2 M0O 3  0 0 REDUCTION
Mo

0M00 3  Mo

0 0.5 1 1.5 2
E-*WT % Mo

FIGURE 65. Summary of Molybdenum Attenuation Suppressing Effectiveneu.
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80 and 20% attenuation reduction, corresponding to the apparent upper and lower
limits of the data. The dashed line represents a least squares fit of all the data to a
quadratic equation:

R = 12.3- 9.IE + 2,2E2 (33)

The equation is about the same, whether fit to all the data points or only to the
mean values, at each of the indicated weight percentages of elemental molybdenum.
When fit to the means, the quadratic curve is statistically significant. However, because
of the scatter of individual data points, the quadratic curve is statistically insignificant
when compared to the best linear fit to all the points (R = 8.9 - 3.2E). The linear
curve would seem to imply an optimum mean-effectiveness of 60% at 1.25 weight
percent Mo and reduced effectieness at both higher and lower weight percentages.

Altman, Thompson, and Sukanek (Ref. 147) showed an apparent dependence of
attenuation reduction by Mo on the aluminum content of the propelnt in diagonal
tests. Both I and 3% of Mo and other additives were studied. The results for
molybdenum and boron additives are summarized in Figure 66. The greatly reduced
effectiveness of Mo at high aluminum content might be thought to be due to the
mode of RF propagation in the plume (see Section 3.3) rather than to a lack of
electron reduction. At least, this might seen reasonable in light of the apparent

jinsensitivity of the transverse daua in Figure 65 to almn'n urn content if it were not for
the nearly constant effectiveness of boron suppression for all aluminum concentrations.
At first glance this is in agreement with the models of Section 2.8 which predict
reduced Mo addlitive effectiveness and increased boron effectiveness at the higher
temperatures which accompany increased aluminum content in a propellant. This
conclusion cannot be made very strongly because diagonal attenuation is not directly
proportional to electron concentration (transverse attenuation is), but the results do
provide some substantiation of the equilibrium models of SeLtion 2.8.

3% Mo,Z 2% Mo (REF. 133)

' < 0 % Mo -- "'v" - 3%8

FIGRE 6.Effect of Propellant Aluminum Content o hEfetof Mo bdeu

0(Ref. 147).0 5 1015 2
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Diagonal tests on 20,000-lb thrust motors performed at NWC and United
Technology Center (unpublished) show the effect of 1% molybdenum additive, by
implication only, since no control was run with the 13% aluminum propellant which
contained the additive. Ilowever, propellants with 10 and 12% aluminum gave higher
attenuation than the 13/, aluminum propellant with 1% Mo (Figure 67).

Much of the additive data from references 145 and 141 are summarized in
Figure 68. There seem to be trends in the data, but the scatter is too large to make
definitive quantitative statements about additive effectiveness. Other data from the
same references, but which have not been showr here, show inconsistent dependences
on simulated altitude and on RF frequency. Unpublished data from small motor
diagonal measurements (30-degree aspect angle) at IJTC are included as circled symbols
in Figure 68. These data as well as the diagonal data from Ref. 14 show some
dependence of attenuation suppression on Mo concentrations.

In summary, the conclu-ons of Smoot and Hedman, cited earlier in this
section, still seem to be true. In addition, Mo additive effectiveness has not shown a
definite dependence on any test variables and seems to be generally capable of
reducing attenuation by 507, regardless of its concentration. The exceptions to this
have been noted. The dependence of Mo effectiveness on aluminum content shown by
Figure 66 is unsubstantiated by transverse tests and should be studied further. On the
basis of these data, obtained under controlled conditions, there is no evidence to
contradict the theoreiical in"cJ1ajilbs discassd in Section 2.8.

Very limited flight data are available on additive effectiveness. Only the results
shown in Figures 62 and 63 were found. Figure 69 shows the results of propellant
tailoring efforts to improve the attenuation properties of the CMDB Propellant ELP.
The final propellant selected. FDS was compared, in flight, with ELP in Figure 63
(Ref. I and 34). Propellant composition data are shown in Table 9. Additional flight
data comparisons shown in Figure 70 for a lead chromate additive were also reported
in Ret. 34. These flight data (Propellants C and D) were discussed in Section 4.4 and
shown somewhat differently in Figure 62.
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FIGURE 67. Diagonal Attenuation Suppresion by Molybdnum 20,O0.Pound-Thnast Motoms
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TABLE 9. Fropellant Composition Data

Cwstituent RTV-l RTV.2ELP FDS

Aluminum 3.5 3.6
Magnesium 1.5 ...
Ammonium perchlorate 20.2 42.7
Resorcinol 1.1 1.4

Nitrodiphenylamine 1.0 1.0
Nitrocellulose 28.8 15.9
Nitroglycerine 37.2 26.8
Tridcetin 6.7 6.7
Hydrated cobalt stannate ... 1.9
Calculated fuel index 0.4 0.16

a Missile flight test from Figure 63.
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5.0 PROBLEM SOLVING

Prior to the budget cut which ended this study prematurely, 15 sample
problems were being prepared for inclusion in this section. A six-month effort was
planned for solution of these problems including the use of techniques and computer
programs (and any necessary adaptations or modifications) which we had at the Naval
Weapons Center. We had no intention of acquiring or developing new programs if the
effort showed that existing techniques were inadequate. The objective of the effort was
to verify the adequacy of the existing models (both plume flow field and electro-
magnetic interac:ion models) for the prediction of attenuation at the following
conditions-

1. Static sea level firings, transverse and diagonal attenuation
2. Static sea level firings, effect of molybdenum additive
3. Static firings at simulated altitudes
4. Wind tunnel tests, transverse attenuation
5. Flight tests, diagonal attenuation

In order to check the validity of the calculations, only cases for which data
exist were selected. The selected problems, including four different propellants in the
problem matrix, are summarized in Table 10. It was felt that these probably represent
a reasonable spectrum of the propellant types responsible for serious attenuation in
low- to moderate-altitude flight. For all four of these propellants, free electro [
formation is due mainly to ionization of alkali metal impurities. This ionization is
greatly enhanced by the high temperatures due to afterburning of fuel-rich exhaust
gases with air.

Although all four of these propellants have fuel-rich exhausts, there are
differences in the factors influencing afterburning. In particular, Propellant C is
calculated to have a vety cool exhaust and has been shown to afterbum only at
conditions of supersonic flight (greater than Mach 2.2), with a large ratio of base to
nozzle exit radius. (The originial Terrier sustainer propellant behaved similarly.)
Simulated flight tests with the 88/12 and 88/20 composite propellants have not
demonstrated that flight effects have a significant effect on afterburning or attenuation.
If anything, for these propellants the dynamic free stream seems to reduce downstream
afterburning compared with data at static conditions. The Propellant ELP also
afterburns at all test conditions. However, the presence of a large base/nozzle ratio
seems to increase afterburning and attenuation dramatically, but no clear relationship
has been shown between the measured levels of attenuation for the variety of test
conditions. If a calculational technique can reasonably predict the behavior of these 15
plumes, then it can be assumed to be sufficiently general for use on unmeasured
systems.

When our funding problems became apparent, it was obviously necessary to
reduce the scope of the study. A number of calculations had been made previously for
static test conditions (albeit unsystematically). Some which correspond to cases in
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TABLE 10. Study Matrix for Attcnuatlon Data/Model Comparisons.'

Propellant conditins Plume models EM models Source

2.6-4 2.4 b  
2.7.1 2 .6.2c  rranverse 3.1 3.2 3.3 Data Calculations

A. ELP

1. Flight Q ) V V © ~ ~ Fit. 63

2. Simulated flight
roIL oPC/OPC ( 73 V V ,) ,/ V V Fit.56 Fig.71
b. oVCrreC (D Fig.56 FI l71
C. TPCiF'PC V V V

1 
/I Fig. 56 Fig. 71

3. Sea-level static _/ / V V V Fig. 42. 55 Fig. 42

4. 29 Kft static % I V Appendix C,
test no. 87

5. 48 Kft static V / " Appendix C,
test no. 87

B. Propellant C1. 0 Q Q 0 0 Fig.61 Fig. 61

2. Sea-level static V V V Ref. 34

C. 88/12
1. Simulated night E) © / V Fig. 51,52, Fig. 71
:7 58. $9 ,

2. Sea-level static V Fig. 42,51 Fig. 42

3. 25 Kft static V/ V Appendix C,
test no. 32

4. Sea.level 2% Mo V V V V V V Fig. 66

D. 88/20
1. Sea-level static V V V V V V Fig. 42 Fig,. 42

2. 25 Kft static V / V Appendix C.
test no. 33

0 Computations actually performed are qrcled.
b 2.4 (Base model) is part of BYU program (2.6.4).

2.6.2 (NWC model) is used to obtain input for the AeroChem model (2.7.1).

Table 10 appear in figures carlier in this report. The corresponding figure numbers are
shown in the last column of Table 10. Therefore it was felt that the scope of the

study could be reduced to those problems in Table 10 which represent flight or

simulated flight conditions (see plumes numbered I through 6 in the first column of
the table). These plumes had not been calculated previously. This change reduces the

value and generality of the study.

Dr. L. D. Smoot was engaged to use the complete BYU low-altitude flight

plume computer program to compute plume properties and line-of-sight attenuation for
these six cases. This was much less costly than adapting the program (which needed
some changes) for use at NWC.
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5.1 USE OF THE BYU PLUME MODEL

The results of Dr. Smoot's calculations for cases I through 6 are summarized in
k: Appendix D. The technique used has three components: (1) base recirculation (Section

2.4), (2) internal and external method of characteristics (MOC from Ref. 32) and (3)
the aft-plume calculation with equilibrium chemistry (Section 2.6.4).

The base recirculation calculation (I) provides input to the MOC calculation
(2). Both (1) and (2) provide the inputs for the aft-plume calculation (3), which is
matched to the fluctuating pressures and velocities of the MOC flow field. Attenuation
was then calculated using the predicted equilibrium electron density and collision
frequency distributions (Section 3.0). Curves of calculated transverse attenuation for
cases I through 4 and 6 are shown in Figure 71. Figures appearing earlier in this
re- rt in which related data can be found are referenced in the figure as well as in
the next to last column of Table 10. The calculated results for case 5 were two orders
of magnitude lower than the data (Figure 61, Propellant C) and hence are not
included. Earlier work (Ref. 143) indicated that chemical kinetics must be included in
the plume model to explain the high measured attenuation values for Propellant C.
This cae is explored further in Section 5.2.

For the Propellant ELP (cases 2, 3 and 4), the predicted values of attenuation
in Figure 71 correspond to plumes about twice as long as those measured in simulated
flight tests. This could be explained either by too low a mixing coefficient or by
co ding effects in the wind tunnel flow field. Otherwise, there is a rough
con. ndence between the measured and calculated data. The calculations clearly
show * ffect of a large base/nozzle ratio. Since equilibrium chemical effects are
indep.... ent of plume size, the effect of increasing the eddy viscosity in the BYU
aft-plume model can be simulated by compressing the X axis in Figure 71. If this is
done, cas- 2 and 3 both show some agreement with data. The data coITesponding to
case 4 1'i .'/FPC) are lower than one would expect intuitively. One would expect the
TPC/FPr attenuation to be greater than that for TPC/TPC (due to the base effect),
but Fig-. 56 shows that is not so. Strangely, the prediction for case 4 (when X is
scaled by a factor of 2) agrees very well with data for TPC/TPC rather than TPC/FPC.

The BYU calculation for case 6 (88/12 composite propellant) is quantitatively

quite good. The predicted level of attenuation in Figure 71 is quite close to the
measured value shown in Figure 52. The BYU prediction does not indicate the relative
attenuation peak which is measured near the exit, but instead predicts, attenuation
which is still increasing 10 feet from the nozzle exit. 'The measured peak may be due
to ionization in the normal shock, or to persistence of high electron concentrations
from the base recirculated region. Neither of these effects is calculated by the BYU
model. An error inadvertently crept into the definition of case 6. The propellant
contained 76% ammonium perchloiatc, not 66% as indicated in Table I of Appendix
D. When the composition is normalized to a basis of 100%, the effect on the
calculation is to make the composition 87/13 instead of 88/12 (solids/aluminum). A
crude correction, based on Figure 28, would lower the attenuation curve in Figure 71
for case 6 by about 28%.
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E.P ISEE DATA FIG. 56 AND 63)
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2
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z CASE 6
2 86/12 ISEE DATA FIG. 51. 52. 58 AND 10)

-Z AEROCtIEM MODEL
/ ~ INO BASE EFFECT)
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0 10 20 30 40 60 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

DISTANCE FROM EXIT PLANE, INd.

FIGURE. 7 1. Results of Plume Transverse Attenuation Calculations for Dynamic Conditions
Using BYU Model (Section 2.6.4).

Several calculations for case 6 made with the AeroChem model ame also shown
in Figure 71. These are described in Section 5.2.

The case 1 calculations must be compared with diagonal in-flight attenuation
data (Figure 63) since there have been no corresponding transverse attenuation
measurements. To do this we used the electromagnetic interaction computer propams
of Appendices A and B (A-I, line-f-sight; A-11, ray trace; and B-11, diffraction based
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on ray tracing), as described therein. The predicted variation of attenuation with aspect
angle for the three calcu!ations is shown in Figure 72. 'ae measured data for this case
are about 50% higher than the values predicted using diffraction model B-Il. Using a
reduced plume length (corresponding to a higher mixing coefficient as indicated earlier
in this section) did not change the calculations substantially. Figure 72 shows a
similarity of curve shaper for data and the B-I calculation. This may be misleading
since the data were taken over a range of altitudes. No really firm conclusions can be
drawn from this comparison for case 1 because the diagonal attenuation (as calculated
by diffraction techniques) is so insensitive to specific details of the plume flow field
for large plumes.

Equilibrium plume models other than BYU might have been used for these
calculations. However, the other models lack the base recirculation and MOC calcula-
tions as well as the special mixing correlation for a dynamic free stream. Therefore
one would expect that, in a qualitative sense, the shortcomings would appear in the
other equilibrium models as well.

Failure of the equilibrium chemistry assumption for some cases was anticipated
in the planning of the study. The AeroChem plume program with non-equilibrium
chemistry (Section 2.7.1) was to be run for all cases for comparison. Economic
realities intervened lhee too, and in the end we were limited to chemical kinetic
analysis of only that case for which the equilibrium model has always been inadequate,
Propellant C, case 5.

5.2 USE OF THE AEROCI-EM PLUME MODEL

In tlhe use of a plume model with non-equilibrium chemistry, it is very
important thak accurate values are chosen for species concentrations at the starting line
of the computation. This is not a problem for major species such as CO 2 , H2 0, HCI,
H2 or CO, which remain near equilibrium and vary little between the chamber and the

nozzle. However, it is very important for the H, 0 and OH radicals which trigger and
sustain plume afterburning. This often demands that a kinetic nozzle expansion
program be used instead of the more common equilibrium calculations.

Draper (Ref. 148) has pointed out that the two body reactions tend to remain
in equilibrium but that the three body reactions (reactions 121 and (51 of Section
2.7), which involve most re-combinations of the radicals and of free electrons, remain
below the rates necessary for equilibrium. Thus, the plume can build up an excess of
free radicals and free electrons at downstream locations. The radicals can drive
combustion even at temperatures below the equilibrium temperature (and we note as
in Figure 22 that non-equilibrium plumes are generally calculated to be cooler tnan
equilibrium). The build-up of free electrons can cause attenuation far greater than
would be predicted for an equilibrium plume even at higher temperatures (Ref. 143
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FIGURE 72. C-Band Attenuation Cal-ulations for ELF Propellant in-Fbglht at
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The AeroChem model (Section 2.7.1) is generally used with a homogeneous

start line. For such a case, one need only specify the temperature, velocity and species
concentrations of the exhaust jet (which apply from the centerline to the jet

boundary) and of the free stream air (which apply outside of the boundary). These
conditions apply prior to the start of any mixing. There are conditions when the
program must be started with initial inhomogeneities. These are allowed for in the
AeroChem program. The condition occurs most frequently if the program stops prior
to completion of a desired run: output cards defining an inhomogeneous restart can be
re-entered and the run continued. In the same way. inhomogeneous starting conditions
can be used for inhomogeneous nozzle exit conditions or to start a plume calculation
when mixing has already started, as is the case for an in-flight aft-plumae with base
recirculation. The procedure for specifying an inhomogeneous start (other than the
self-contained restart) is not described in Ref. 12 but can be obtained either from the
authors of that report or this one.

The procedure used to set up the AeroChem program for case 5 involved using
the base conditions derived from the BYU model (Section 2.4), which generates species
concentrations only at the stagnation condition (region 7 of Figure 3) at the base. In
order to find the species in the mixing region surrounding the base, the NWC SUPPEP
program (Section 2.6.2) was used with the assumption that the velocity in the
recirculation region equals zero. It was then assumed that these species concentrations
pass through the trailing shock without change, (Figure 73). This gives high free radical
concentrations at the start of the at -plum. The starting aft-plume pressure and

PP 0.27 ATM
V-, 2400 FPS TRAILING SHOCK

ICALCULATED BY BASE MODEU " - P- P. - 0.4 ATM

OINNER MIXING SOUNOARY

p9l 9, 0P-.11O ATM INNER MIXING BOUNOARY

T, T 7 240t K Vi70P

% I

4

IAFT-PLUME REGIO¢M

" " ,.,.,,-EXIT PLANE

P2- 1.42 ATM

0 -- ' II I'CENTERLINE

0 2 44

DISTANCE FRGM EXIT PLANE, IN.

FIGURE 73. Calculated Base Region Conditions for Propellant C, Case 5.
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temperatures were assumed to be those corresponding to equilibrium at the supersonic
conditions just behind the trailing shock. Although these aft-plume temperatures can be
calculated with the BYU base program (Section 2.4, Option I - Complete Plume), we
found it less expensive and easier to use the BYU model, Option 4 -Base Region Only
to define the base region and the start and pressure of the trailing shock, and then use
the NWC SUPPEP model to calculate equilibrium temperatures behind the shock.

Ideally, the trailing shock pressure, Pb', of Figure 73 should be taken as the
starting pressure of the AeroChem calculation. This pressure is then allowed to taper
exponentially to ambient pressure (P,) using Eq. 8. The constant c in Eq. 8 is chosen
so that c(10- rb) 1, where rbo is the radius to the slipline at the start of the

aft-plume. However, a gross error may be made when one assumes that the trailing
shock pressure applies across the entire jet at the start of the aft-plume. A MOC or
stream-tube calculation is required to determine the actual pressure distribution.
Typical results are shown in Figure 15. Since the parallel flow non-equilibrium plume
program (AeroChem or REP-I) is unable to handle a radial pressure gradient, the only
other assumption possible is that the free stream pressure applies throughout the
aft-plume region. Since we were unable to obtain economical solutions with the
AeroChem program for the varying pressure assumption, all of the following results are
for a constant pressure plume (P = P = 0.27 atm). The variable pressure run cost
almost $200 for the first two feet of plume. The chemical reactions used for
Propellant C arc shown in Table 11.

TABLE I1. Propellant C (Case 5) Chemical Reactions and
Rates Used in AeroChern Program.!

I Kq- A* EXP IS/ RT) If ,TO-
REACTIONS Ar E140 C014SOIEOD A N 13

1 0 4 0 M H 02 4 H 1.000-23 i.r
2 0 M M N OH 1 1.000-29 1.0
3 $4 N H M HZ M 5.000-2 1.0 .0
4 401 *O 0 .H20 * I 2.000-28 1.0
5 C1 0 M H C02 * M 1.000-29 1.0 -ster
6 0$4 4 M. ? "20 + H 3°GOO-11 .0 - 11S7.C
7 0 * M2 0" * M1 2.300-11 .0 -9399!.9
* 14 • 02 -- 4 * 0 3.710-10 .0 -166J2."
9 Cc 014 C02 N H 1.0C0-1 .c -lOe3.r

10 O" 0'4 K20 4 C 1.000-11 .0 -775. n

11 H 4 CL- HCL 4 CL /.CCC-10 .0 -290.r
12 CL H2 HCVL + H 4oO00-11 40 -q372.?
13 H2C CL IL + 0H 5.0C0-11 .0 -1P7S.C-
404 CL HCL * 0 3.OO-11 .c V

15 K M HCL = XCL * H 6.000-1 .0 - i6 8.C
isH CL M, = - IL * Is qo0CC-26 2.0 CI
17 CL 4CL M = C1.2 + 1' 30000-29 1,0 .

28 K - CL 4 M = KCL * M 2.00C-28 1.C 0C
isJ No 0 E- M . X + M 1.100-22 1.5 .
20 K. 4 CL- K CL 1.tCO0-8 .5 .r

21 CL + E- M H L- + M T.1DU0-30 .0
22 140L 4 C- Z CL- * H %.CEO-0 .0 -V-872*r
23 4 + 02 3 H * 04 1.600-10 .C -"'C.
24 CC2 4 0 - Cc * 0? 3.2Cc-13 .C -sq1sr.

a See Section 5.2. tHOLECUL- M L-SEC UNITS)
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Figurc 74 shows lte X-band transverse attenuation calculated by the AeroChem
program for lte propellant C constant pressure flight plume. Experimental wind tunnel
data (Propellants. C and F) from Figure 60 are also shown for comparison. These data
have been scaled by multiplying the measured attenuation and the longitudinal axis by
the ratio of the throat diameters for the flight caselwind tunnel case (6.834). Since we
have no experience in scaling a flight plumcn, we cannot tell if this simple method
should scale Ohw non-equilibrium calculation. In the wind tunnel tests (Figure 60) there
was no attempt to scale lte base/nozzle ratio of the model to the flight missile Ratio.
The wind tunnel model baselnozzle exit diameter ratio was over twice as large as that
for thle missilec: 6.5 compared to 3.0. The wind tu el model base diameter was S
inches. Comparison of Figures 60 and 62 shows a failure of scaling comparisons
between flight data and wind tunnel data. It is possible that this may be due to
non-reproducibility of the wind tunnel tests which did show considerable data scatter.
In that case the attenuation level!; of the wind tunnel tests would not be expected to
scale in a predictahle way. However, it is obvious in Figure 74 that the longitudinal
axis relationship ji.e., position of peak attenuation) scales as the nozzle ratio.

44 - CALCULATED FLIGHT PLUME

40 - I
32

CALCOLAIED SUBSCALE PLUME ,

2

(q 20 -PROP"ELLANT F
a / NEXPANDED SCALES

I FROM FIG. 00.

12/

8 PROPELLAANI C

EXPANDED SCALAS

0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 lB Is 20 22

ASPECT ANGLE. DEGREES
FIGURE 74. Calculated Transverse X-Band Attenuation fo.- Propellant C.
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To further study this scaling, the AcroChem plume program was rerun for
Propellant C with a 5-inch base diameter and with the nozzle exit diameter also
reduced by the same 0.32:1 scale. This was not a simulation of the wind tunnel
experiment; such a simulation would have required inore work than our resources
allowcd. It was just a way of determining if the afterburning could occur with shorter
free radical residence times. The calculated transverse attenuation for this case (subscale
plume) is also shown in Figure 74.

The plume length for the two calculations does scale as the ratio of base (and
nozzle exit) diameters, however calculated peak attenuation for the smaller model is
reduced by a lactor of only 0.47 rather than by the diameter ratio (0.32). The initial
attenuation peaks (21 and 8 dB) do scale as the diameter ratios. Detailed examination
of the AeroChem output showed that the difference in attenuation by the two plumes
is due entirely to a higher level of electron density and an effectively wider electrical
plume for the subscale plume. The calculated temperature and electron density profiles
for the flight and subscale plumes are shown respectively in Figures 75 and 76. It is
interesting that the smaller plume is cooler, yet has a higher average electron density.
Except for the difference in base and nozzle dimensions, all other factors in the two
calculations were identical. From this comparison we believe that more detailed
analysis of the wind tunnel plumes will be required to investigate scaling effects. We
also feel that aihuugh thc , afterburning is rate limited to some extent, it is not the
major factor affectirg the electron density level for this propellant. Therefore, the
electron level scales wore linearly than the afterburning chemistry.

Diagonal attenuation calculations for the plume of Figure 75 were made using

the line-of-sight (A-I) and ray trace (A-l) computer programs of Appendix A. The
results are compared in Figure 77 with the results of the calculation for the same
system reported in Ref. 143. The difference in angle dependence between the present

calculation and that of Ref. 143 is due to the addition of the base effect to the
present plume. -.

The results of programs A-1 and A-I1 were used to define input for diffraction
I aprograms B-I and B-1l, respectively, of Appendix B. The results of the diffraction

calculations are shown in Figure 78. Two points from the flight data (Figure 61) are
included for comparison. The inputs used for programs B-I and B-Il are listed below.

B-I Input

THRUST HTA ATTEN DIST AL WAVEL SHIFT HTI ANTE ATMAX
4000. 30. -50. 161. 14.5 7.3 5.0 30. 0, 1000,

B-Il Input

H ITA ATTEN EFAT DIST AL WAVEL ESHIF HTI ANTE HT2 ATH
40. -45. 19. 160. 14.5 7.3 5.5 30. 0. 27. 37.

Il .
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FIGURE 77. Calculated Propellant C In.Flight Attenuation by Line-of-Sight (A-I), Ray Trace
(A-1l) and AeroChem Line-of-Sight (Ref. 143).
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FIGURE 79. Calculated Attcnuatior of Propellant C In-Flight Due to Diffraction.
Data from Figure 61 (9) are included for comparison.
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The variables SHIFT, DIST and HTA in the B-I program were defined in the
manner of Webb (Ref. 112) as indicated in Section 3.3. The information required to
generate these variables is part of the output of programs A-I or A-Il. The variable
ATMAX was chosen as 1000 in order to cancel its effect in the B-I program and
insure compatibility with Webb's modifications.

The B-Il program was run assuming that the plume edges are linearly varying in
electron density. The results of using these input assumptions are in excellent
agreement with both positive and negative aspect angle flight data. This is probably
fortuitous considering the coarseness of model B-I1.

While this report was in the final review stage, an opportunity occurred to

briefly examine case 6 with the AeroChem program. The BYU base recirculation
program was run for the correct composition (88/12 solids/aluminum). The result was
coupled with the AeroChem program in the same manner as for case 5. The resulting
K-band attenuation prediction is labeled "base effect" in the lower half of Figure 71.
Case 6 was also run without the base effect (also shown in Figure 71). In both of
these runs all core region chemical species were assumed to be in equilibrium at the
start line of the AeroChem calculation. Two additional runs were made assuming
elevated concentrations of core region free radical and ionic species at the start line.
The run which included an afterburning base resulted in an attenuation curve nearly
identical to the base etfect curve iti Figure 71. The other run, for which a
non-afterburning base recirculation region was assumed, gave a very similar result to
the "no base" curve in Figure 71 except that the slight peak 2 feet from the exit
plane was not predicted. An AeroChem attetuation prediction for a static firing at 5
psia ambient pressure is also shown in Figure 71.

The results of the calculations on case 6 leave much to be desired- By assuming
a reacting base recirculation region it is possible to predict the attenuation peak which
is measured about one foot from the nozzle exit. However, the resulting elevated
radical concentrations lead to more predicted downstream combustion than the data
support. The downstream prediction is nearly the same whether the radicals originate
in the base region, core region or both. In fact, even changing exit plane radical

i! concentrations by two orders of magnitude has no significant effect on the total plume
calculation. A small part of the difference might be explained by using the dispersion
technique of Section 3.4. The same technique should be used for all transverse
calculations on small plumes when fine details are being investigated. The data related
to case 6 are also unsatisfying because the AEDC measurement section was only 4 feet
long. Some of the OAL data indicate persisten.e of moderate attenuation levels.

It would be worthwhile to thoroughly examine the reaction rate set used for

these calculations. Changes in some of the recombination reactions or reaction rates

would change the predicted attenuation. As things now stand, the equilibrium model
appears to be a better predictor for some regions of composite propellant plumes
than does the ron-equilibrium model.
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5.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON PROBLEM SOLViNG

It should be the first order of business, when this report is uscd to evaluate a
future operatior.al missile problem, to compute the other sample problems in Table 10,
particularly those which resemble the operational situation. Only in this way can the
general utility intended for this report be guaranteed.

Other considerations are:

1. For the solution of plume-signal-interference problems, the author suggests
that Figure 1 of this report and Ref. 4 be consulted carefully for the
guidance they offer.

2. Hasty evaluations based on equilibrium chemical assumptions or on Figure
30 should be viewed and presented with caution.

3. The refraction model, A-Il, is only a two-diuiensional representation of a
three-dimensional phenomenon; its true physical utility does not extend
beyond defining input for the diffraction program B-I or for its listing of
axially symmetric refractive index values based on mean plume properties.
In practice, A-Il is used as a Monte-Carlo technique with the density of
input rays corresponding to the antenna pattern. Some rmy trace paths
may be fraught with error because of excessively large refractive index
gradients, but these rays can be neglected if a large enough sample is
taken. Such erroneous rays are indicated in the program output. An
iterative technique to reduce bending angles would eliminate this problem.

4. The diffraction models of Appendix B are gross approximations and could
be improved by modifications based on comparisons with data. Program
B-Il, in particular, warrants a more sophisticaled t~eatment of some of the
basic assumptions and probably a complete revamping.

5. Improved plume models should be used if and when they are available,

6. Use Appendix C as a guide to existing static attenuation data.

7. New attenuation test measurements should be carefully planned in view of
the related operational problem and the difficulties that can occur in
relating test data to other test or operational conditions. Will the planned
test yield new and useful information?

8. The results of sample pioblems in this section indicate that even the
results of sophisticated calculations must be suspect without good exper-
imental verification. Always bear in mind that the calculation represents
an average of microscopic spatial and temporal fluctuations and it is by
no means certain that the plume calculations provide proper or consistent
averages.
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Appendix B

DIAGONAL DIFFR&CTION COMPUTER PROGRAMS

This appendix presents two computer programs for predicting microwaeI, diffraction by rocket exhaust plumes. The program B-I is designed for use with output
from a line-of-sight attenuation program (A-I) and contains corrections ffudge factors)
to adjust it for scale effects (see Section 3.3). Program B-Il is intended for use with
output from a ray trace attenuation program (A-1l). B-Il has no -fudge" factors and

4-uses the ray at the limiting rctracted angle (Figure A-2) as the diffracted ray. Results
of prociams B-I and B-l1 are compared in Figure B-I for the plume discussed in Figure
A-I. Another compari-son is shown in Figure 78.

Diffraction Program B-I

1. Run a diagonal line of sight attenuation calculation (A-I) for the plume of
interest. Note the following parameters:

a. Maximum diagonal attenuation (ATMAX), dB
h Aspeci aigw M* iiioax U".w a t nua.tiorn OIiFTI, deviees (,.e Section 3.3)
c. Attenuation at an aspect angle twice the size of the angle in b.

(AYIEN), dB
d. Aspect angle of ray attenuated by 3 dB, degrees

2. Set up a scale drawing of the plume as in Figure 40 (main text). Locate the
antenna.

a. Draw a line at the angle obtained in L.b to intersect the plume axis
(SHIFT), or determine shift from Figure 43.

1. Draw a line (dashed) from the antenna at the aspect angle of 3-rB
attenuation (determined in l.d).

c. The perpendicular line (heavy) from the intersection of the first line
(formed by the angle SHIFT) to the second line 13-dB projection? is the
half-width of thc diffracting edge axis called I1TA" in the program.

3. Input to the program is entered in the following order. There are 10 input
variables.

THRUST, lbs - motor thrust

HTA, cni half-widths of equivalent diffraction strip for plane B
,ec Figures 37 and 40, or Section 3.3.)

ATTEN, dB (negative numbe)* predicted attenuation at aspect angle
of 2 X SHIFT. No need to ever make it larger than - 20.
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FIGURE B-I. Compay.Sop of Diffracton Computer PrograW B-I 91d 841.
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DIST, cm distance along x axis from exit plane to HTA (See
Figures 31 and 40, or Section 3.3.)

AL, cm distance from plume axis to antenna location along z
axis.

WAVEL, cm - wa-,elength of r3diation (X-band = 3 cm).

SIUFT, degrees - angle defined in Figures 40 or 43. This is equivalent to
the shift from 2n axially mounted tr.nmsmitting antenna.

H1TI, cm - nozile exit radius.

ANTE, cm - effective radius (in y directior) of exit plane antenna.
ATMAX, dB (positive number); maximum diagonal attenuation

predicted by SUPEP, occurs at aspect angle SHIFT.

input lucrmat is (8FI0.0). User instructions for program B-I follow.

LISTING OF DIFFRACTION COMPUTER PROGRAM B-1 WITH SAMPLE INPUT

u"'S 1*0,.", 14 S 1~i2C 7r3 0.S II 1, #. 111' 3~ 1 11 i V tT 14 q -T

L V' 5 P.

FqINT 9PnlC

k' :3T , lI

X3:2.*OT6 T
4T2 =:TA
Hr3"-O. :

AKNG=7HEMTN
T'IETA-4N! -S4 rFT
D'STAZ1 , vl'T
4W':1TAN( 4TA/:)1ST46;
HM:ABS (Hlv)

rEEZATAN BEU T/OI _T A)
RCC-*7:~ Ant EE)
SPE"T-PEFT
)0 4O r:1,5!
THETA: .0174 F *THE I;A

FI2-HW-TH7 A
-IZ2=SINt FI2
rij= -HW - T HE TA
,-T STN F 175
TAP=-:".* (8#11S7 I/F0tE STA/ikIVFrL
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TAP:AIS( TAP)
rAC=f.nYSTA*SGRYf 'rAr I

SEEUUPT-.* /B U P

V2=rAC *r!?
: ALL 7 ZFNFLfl It Z6)!)

CALL ?'REIJLV9CbS6)

:RU):PiVTtAV2T
puJ)0CRUPl*0

CLLtIf):CL E000 2

7HCTA=T;JETA/*01V4F

ANG:T4=A;SLtr

nlrTA=1cr-71-AW'
- AY:AL/f,0S( F:TAl
CA :A RSt(CAY I

*34AV:46 t

N: ALL --YtX.4TX1.X~.K3~4r1Ig7,4'3)
14A T=H'-ANTE
AY:=ASTJ14A!f~lkji
HA70 Yf St 4 AY 3

TOT=AI St TOYTI
* 'AC:,CAVYSOOT( T3 I
S"REr=ATAf( SClFY/CAYI
SBE-=A'!tS~rc")
S5,!'-PFACE * Brr

V3=rACE *HAY
. ALL -J?7! V'lSE:'01,ClvSl)

Alit- 7 ('?* (C1-.r)

C=2.* 'AV3R
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CA=AV3I'2.

S 1 APY4/. n1745AF
FFVAl--l(ANGLr1TFY),2./HAFYFFRT4tHY-ANCL()/2-AF

Go )I P1=4. 3i39*ALO,( FF AI I
ATFACr.t3439*ALCGl A TMAY)/t!.

- DT~1~?)!F1OATFAC

70 LV=0
q0 PRINT III~vKNc,,)IFI

THE TA=TlarTA-OEL11HE
LV=LV.1

IC :ONTTNUJF

000FORMAT t 1PRrD!CTED AlIENUAIOP~ ATSUrTNG DIFACT!It Flo-! POEV.1y

?rCT ANGLE AT"EtLATI0Nf/I
1020 70RMATI1X2F12.?l

* END

StIBROUTT-NE VRE:NEL ()#CoS)

X=ABS( X)

Ir(SVJJ I G* TN U )20 2

? "A R7TURN
END

0 q v r OFUZ7
SUB R UTTNE rUZ Z 12 tE vFR FAt tIP)I

Z2I:= 0 I. /'B

CALL FRENEL (2lgcles1)
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k ?R7 AL t;* (C2,Ct)-.j o as730 IC7-:L) +.So 13/5.4 .1;) s (t'J!''"1Sfl

7 RZ %L=7 RqFAL-. r
rrEA L=-cRQE AL

M=.9;0 2+7A-~'? fX' 0 .* 1.11iI O S1 CSZ;2

A=T
C=,(r(DIFFRAT-ION COMPTER P(ROGRAM j -X2 SAMPLE OUTPUT 2

DIFFR A~LE ACT~TICOMUE RGA - APEOUF.

29.fl" *2

2 R. Vj 0 -3.21

249011-3. 33
2360c-3.33

21.flI -3.3'.
203. CO -3.15

2 7 v C -7.3.
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13.0(1 OC

12.fl - 3&7 5

9.0(1-1.90

41 cl-4.13

!.0) -1.42

-. ,: ?.3

-2603 -1.q35

-3.00C -. 8

-6.031 .014

-1q.00 S

-14. lI .

-17.00 .3,
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Diffraction Program B-Il

This program is best understood by reference to Figure A-2. Its appiicability is
based on the assumption that the ray bending predicted by computer program A-I1
defines the effective diffracting edge. The "limitii g refraction angle" is also defined as
the incident angle of the diffracted ray. Regions of greatest electron density (as
evidenced by maximum refractive index gradients) are used to define the x distance
from the antenna to the diffracting edge (DIST). Refraction of the limiting ray is
assumed to change the effective antenna location (EFAT shown in Figure A-I). At this
stage the program is crude and has not been checked extensively. (See problem
solution in Section 5.0 of the main text.) However, it is believed that with some
exercise, it can become more flexible than program B-I.

If needed changes to the program become apparent to the user, they should be.
made.

1. Run a diagonal ray-rVace attenuation calculation (A-I) for the plume of

interest. Note the following parameters:

a. Limiting angle cf refracted ray (HW), degrees

b. Aspect angle, zeta, of first ray crossing the plume axis, reconvergent angle
(1111-), degrees

c. Attenuation at art angle equal to (2 X ESHIF) AlIEN, dB

d. Y axis intercept of limiting refracted ray (EFAT). cm

e. Value of x after limiting ray un~1ergoes major angle changes (DIST), cm

f. Value of y after limiting ray undergoes major angle changes (HTA), cm
tan (2 X ESHIF)

g. Value of y where attenuation coefficient of HTA , at x =
DIST, HT2, cm

tan (2 X ESHIF)
h. Value of y wherc attenuation coefficient a n at x =

DIST, ATH, cm

2. Input to the program is entered in the following order:

HTA, cm se I f.

ATTEN, dB sec I c. (always input as a negative number or zero)
EFAT, cm see Id.

DIST, cm see I e.

AL, crn distance from plume axis to antenna location on y axis

WAVEL., cm wavelength of radiation (X-band - 3 cm)

ESIIIF, deg see lb.

HT 1, cm nozzle exit radius
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ANTE, cm effective r: lius of exit plane antenna

HT2,cm se ~ These variables affect itso of subroutine FUZZ
AT H, ern see lhN

Input format is (8F10.O). User instructions for program B-li follow.

LISTING OF DIFFRACTION COMPUTER PROGRAM B-11 WITH SAMPLE INPUT

* uWUN o1fi~4Sl17flGQ11,,O, TirOR 7302

C**e.. *, ,fllrRArTION PROGRAM 8-TI
I V 511

11.1 RE A.) 90 19 T 4 T N E A 9 1T 4
FOTNT ,ODntHTA.ATTEP~gFFAYD1STibLoW)vFLsESHIr.HTIe41NTFEi4T~,ATH
DELTHEl .1l

X I 1

HY3=0.
THE MIN=i3 i.
A NG-:THEM IN

Il'fl SHIF 1" 6TA NUF &T/ DIST I
GO TO 12Vl

IIII SHTF T:ES41IF
1211 ThiET4:4NG-SHIFT

0 1ST A:flI!T
HIW:ATAN(HTA/OIST4)

BEET:.11l

8EST ANI 8FrT/0IS TA I
BEtz§8S(IP'E
SBEEY=SFr'T
On 901 1=1050
THET A= *01 7450 TH T A

F IZ:HW- 1WEYA

F II-H4THEtA

TAP= Z1e(9.!41'TAlI'//0STt AWOV:t. I
IIP=48S( TlI)
FAC=BTST4*S9R JITAP I

8EEPY=:e/9E'
V1=F AC FT I

4L V2=FAc.F12
CALL FPFNFL lv CZvSZi
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AW Y I~ I.7n 7. ( S Z- 9 5 )
C&LL FI~r*NFLtV2pCWv.SWl

CPLID=AVI1 .AV27
CPU~o:cRuc* 02
CL UD=4V IP4 AV ?P

CL0)CL ufl. .
FF PAT :CL UD #CPU i)O
Y T ATHT A/ l 745
ANGYHETb*SHIrT
A NG L [-AN
A NG 0 17 4 5 6 N G

CaY:AL/CDS tPF7Al
C AY= *5 tc by)
X= AL T A NF' A I

WHY'-AN./ .01 74S
Ipy=SH~rF THW/.flI7L5
TqY: '4F T-HWd n 1 745

20 HA Y=W4
F F 41 j F P4 T

~CAL EY1XLTXIX2X!(41.THa'

IF (WHY- TPY ) flv 6n@40

H~ST N (HAT/CAY)
HA=ARS (H4 AY I

4 1T 0 7 2. * t8 4C A //C A VW AVFL I
YT :IAS (TOT)
F BCE=CAY*SQRT (TQT)
R~EEF AP.S114T' - A4
SFIEE hT&NfBFFF/CAYl
SAEEuR(S8EFl
SP EEFFA CE 'S8FE
SREEF 1=1 o/SRFrP
V 3:VACE OHA
CA&LL FU?(VI#!SBEEI CIPSII

0:Z.04v3R
G SQ=. C
G*=AV31*29
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GASQ=GAsQA
Pt =GS94G ISO
FF11:FF PAT*141

SO HAPVHNW/.P1l 7415
FF 41=0*t ANtLETRY 1/2.APY4FFR AT N -AGLE )2dNHPY

E. ANG=ANG/ed11 74!)
HW=HW/.11745

I F I L V -S 5l 1e V v 7 Ve 7 6

701 L VO
80 PRINT 902fl,6NGoDIrl

TH4EY A=TH' T A- OFL THE
k-1 - L V L V4 1

9CVNTINUF
GO (0 10

1M( FORIMSF1OXf)4
J: 110 FORMiAT I @N7A= ,IP E Ifn.3/ AT TEtW ElIEV 3/ E fA T ,10 3 f 1 BTz

llvEltOeV ALi OvEIO.3/* WAY$7L=',E10l3/' ESI4IF='.vfll.3/' HTI*=1

inl ATTFNUITION ASSUMING DIFFRACTION OVI/v PI)CKET ENiAUST PLU04E USIN

4G FTN F~qRAtA £TTVIN C'?4FTLE0 ON Aw4,~~ SFC NLr &TTrmf

5 A T1ON If
9020 FOR'4AT(1K,2v12.ZI

END
v ~a p 1S 1:RrNEt.

SURPOUTINE CRFNFL IX@C*SI

F: ( .. * 92' X1/ . 792*Xv 3.jrV#l4W .*ZI

C=. 54F .INIU 1-G*CO SiUI
S=.5-FseI)SfU)-G*STN(U)
IF ISV ItO. 20. 20

to C=-C
S=-S

20 RETUqN
ENO

uF~YSURRUITNF FU7ZIZOpBVREALvFI'I
22=Z0*1~,

CALL FRFNFL 17?vC~sS2)
CALL FAFNEL IZ19C19SII
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F REA a F RFAL - .5
FPEAL r-FRFIIL

RE TURN
END

uro.t~s FX?
Slinq0ulINf vX2I X.14,X1XI.'~Y4T1 HYZINTII
t=HTI
CF~lX2-X31/lXI-X2)

RE TUnN
END

u)X3T
-4.. 9608 '180 10. 3. 9008 2,

lie3

DIFFRACTION COMPUTER PROGRAA4 B-11 SA64PLE OUTPUT
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Appendix C

TRANSVERSE ATTENUATION DATA

by

Keith Webb
Thiokol Chemical Corporation

The following information was supplied by the Thiokol Chemical Corporation,
Wasatch Division. It had been accumulated and studied in the work which led to
publication of References 61 and 130. It is the most complete compendium of static
transverse attenuation data in existence.
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INTRODUCTION

Work Statement

At the request of the Naval Weapon, Center, under RfC contract

W60530-74-4330, (74 January 07). Associated Technical Consultants have

completed a series of computer computations for six (6) rocket motor

firings. The specific work statement for this project is as follows:

1. The contractor shall perform calculations necessary to fully define

the plums and radar attenuation for the six (6) rocket motor firings

described In ATTACHMENT 1. Calculations shall be made to (1) define

the flow velocity, pressure, temperature and species in the missile

base region using the Base Model Component Computer Program of MC

TP 5521, (2) define interne. and external tnitscid pressure and

velocity using the MOC Model Component Computer Program of NWC TP

5521 and (3) define the velocity, temperature, pressure and

species (including free electron density aWd electron cc'lisicn fre-

quency) in the aft-plume mixing and afterburning flow using the aft-

Plume Model Component Computer Program of NWC TP 5521.

2. Transverse and diagonal attenuation shall be calculated for all plumes

C at the frequencies indicated in Table 1. There shall be a minimum of

ten (10) transverse attenuation calculations for each plume between

the fore and aft po-Itions where attenuation is 10% of the transverse

maxinum. There shall be a minimum of 15 diagonal attenuation calcu-

latlons approximately equally spaced at angles between minus (-) 4

degrees and plus (+) 25 degrees for the antenna positions shown in Table 1.
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TAKE I (Provided by UIC)

DTA FOR PLUME AND ATTENIATI"* CALCULATIONS
System Identification Nmber

Propellent Compoitio 1 2 3 4 5 6
Niftrocel lulose (12.61M) 27.33 28.0 shm son

Niltroglyttr tne 391.23 3.3

AL/M9 (i9/30) allay 4.71 4.9
Triacetin 7.66 7.2
2-NItrodipbaylamine 1.0 1.0

Wicorcmol 1.02 1.0

hown um Perchlorate 19.06 19.6 75.0 66.0
Polyvmtum 24.0

T1 02  1.0
hatarez 11 8.4
S496 3.0
) 868 .26

P "aD .34
Aluminum 12.0
Potassium .002 .002 .002 .002 .007 .0075
Sodium .005 .OO .005 ODS 022 OOS

Radar Freq Hz 5** 9.3** 9.3** 9.3** 4.1*
Antenna off axtsloc, in. 4.187 2.5 2.5 4.0 5.71 2.5**

Altitude, Kft. 25. 28. 28. 30 32 27+
Ve4 ocity ft/sec 1700 2400

or Mach No. 2.16 2.16 2.17 2.0
Total Temp. TTO, OF 375 310 360
Nozzle expansion half angle, 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 9.3 1

deg.
Chamber Pressure, psita 250 260 235 275 573 1243

ozLle exit diameter. In 6 1.655 1.55 2.628 5.27 2.4
Nozzle throat diameter, In 2.68 .712 .712 1.135 2,54 .8

C 5 5.4 5.4 5.36 4.3 9.
missile sase Oameter, in 13.2 4.95 7.87 11.72 15.98 12.75

boattall angle 0 0 0 0 0 0

For system 6 use 35 Oft for transverse and 9.3 GHz for diagonal.
"- For all systmm wse 9.3 WU for transverse and for diagonal use frequeecy shM.
4 Changed from 29 by contractor.
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3. The distribution of species and temperatures leavic, the base region

and the X-Y distribution of pressure and velocity which result from

the combined calculations 1(]) and 1(2) shall be identified so they

can be used as Input for other aft-plume calculations at te

NAVWPNSCEN.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

During the six week study, a total of eighteen final computer

program computations were completed for the six rocket motor firings with

three for each firing. The three computer program codes used in these

computations were:

(1) Missile Base Model Component Program (NWC TP-5048)

(2) HOC Model Component Program (KWC TP-5521)

(3) Improved Aft-Plume Model Component Program (NWC TP-5521)

!n order to conduct Lie ,equlre d  * thp followiria revisions

were required ir, the referenced programs:

1. In'tial attempts on 2 of the 6 base flow component computations did

not converge. The program operated successfully on the remaining 4

cases. For the 2 cases, the base pressure was sufficiently low that

negative pressure values were selected during the convergence process.

which caused computational termination. lhe program was modified to

provide a positive pressure estimate in the low pressure region. In

addition, if the trailinS shock pressures failed to converge with the

specified accuracy in a set number of iterations (25 In these computations)

the final pressure estimate was selected &nd the computations were continued.

Using these new techniques, the remaining two computations were com-

pleted with acceptable accuracy.
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2. Initial run attempts on 4 of the 6 MOC computations failed to converge.

The major problem was due to estimated flow turning angles downstream

of the trailing shock that were too great for the program to negotiate.

The program was modified to permit initial assumptions of smaller

turning angles. With relaxation of convergence tolerance, all four

of the remaining cases were successfully run with acceptable accuracy.

The results of these computations imply that test conditions were at

the physical limit of the model to predict the inviscid structure,

possibly due to onset of detached shocks.

3. The aft-plum program had never previously been successfully run with

NOC input. Development of a subroutine to read and interpolate HOC

output for convenient aft-plume Input was completed during this study.

Several sigIficant changes were also required to the aft-plume program

in order to predict plume structure with manually-input MOC data. All

required changes were completed and all six aft-plue predictions were

completed, Includimg diagonal and transverse radar attenuation

predictions.

It should be inphasized that the program decks of these programs supplibd

to NWC under a previous contractual study cannot be used to compute all of

the cases considered in this study since the changeS suwmarized above are not

included in the NWC decks.

ADDITIONAL INPUT DATA

Table 1 sunmarized input data furnished by NWC for the 6 motor firings.

Additional input data that were required were located in key references

(principally BYU-OlOF). A summary of all requIred input data are given in

Table 2 for all six cases and all three program components.
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Input card decks 'ior each of the motor f trings have befin furn~hed under

sepiate cover.

PREDICTED RESULTS

Du? ing this coatract study, all three model componentS were succesS-

fully run for each of~ the six witar firings of Tabli! 1. Krowm limitations

of the output include the folloving:

(a) Far case ],only traisverse atteruat.iin prlictions were obtaissed.

A negative argument was obtained for the first olagonal compu~ta-

tioni. No attempt was mede to solve this pr-oblem.

(b) For case 5, sore of the theriiwchewuAcal computations did not con-

verge completely. so thermochemical properties could be somewhat

in error. Tils problem is a basic difficulty with the EAFB Ther-

mochemical program* used in thi1s study, and no attempt was wade to

solve this problem. In addition, only transverse radar~ comput- _

tionis weee obtained for case 5, for the same reason identified

above.

Cov~iuter invxput for these 18 computer analysis, has been furnish~d under

sep~rate cover. Toward the competion of the computer computatioris for, th~s

cintract, the 18H 7030 mac~;ne devzloped input conversion crrors. At tis

point 41l Dase componcat and MOL. cw.mpnei.t rur., had been completed. Xn addi-

tion, aft-plume cowpone~its for casts 1, 2, and 5 wre olso completed. AfterF
vaiting for a period of about two tweeks, at hch timue th~e M8 7030 machine
was stil not fully funrtiooal, the aft-p"um= program was convwerted to the

LWC-10 compuLer. Th,. final three cases .4 6) were run on is mchine.

The outp~ut fort these three cast5 sh-ws sow~ Irregular use of tnte 0 sy 4o.
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IHvever, the pkvictigns were still rvadtly Interprvtahle.

A stomrty of se'lected predicted paraeters froma each of toot n~kel coma-

ponetst is shown In Table 3. A compterized graph of the cansthnt weight

fraction lines 1% shown in Fig. 1 for Case ho. 2.

s h v ort, together Atl thfn input cards and printed computer output,

& on titute completioo of the contract study.
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INITIAL IDISTR IBUrICN

I isia MiSystem Comid
AIR-03 (1) AJR-5203 i 1
AIP .3D (1) AYR.533 (V

'JR.3e12(2)AIR-5332(i)
AIR-330 (1) AIR5714~ (-2)
aIR-33GB(1) AIRA36(l )1

R - 54 O ( I )MR' a ( 1

AIR.5109(i) AIR SU)1 (1)
41R-S2OL(1) MAR.340(0l)

6 x-hef of' Nrva' Material

NSP-W I ) NSP-2~

NSP.IO()
9 Naval Seaa Sr. nusCormtnae

SEA-03 (I SA-04 (1)
WAO934 (4)

SEA-0331 1)
3 ChciTof Nz- d P. sarch, Aflnon

Dr. Ralph R berts (1)
R.. IJwel (1)
ONR-473 (1)

4 Naval Otdnau-ce Station. Indian Head
Codte 50~33H, G. Duckde (1])
C:3de JGS (1)

A rm
I Naval 'tesearcti LA~oratry 7w. W. amai)'

I Naval Undersea Cente~r, San Diao (Cods I-- "
Naval Suirface Weapons Center. White Oak (0o&c KEY-!)

I Naval Plant Repzevntative Office, SunamyvAl (Ccdc SKL3 124)
) Assiatant Navy Deputy. SAd-D~iASKS Joint Prc - .ci, Redston Arm.9

44 Arry Armiainw Commnand, Rock Islud (AkMSAP.-3F)
I Army Matc-it Coimmand (AMeCRD-DSfT)
I Picatinny Arsenal (H1. liornatei

AMCPM-MDrR (1)
ANSMI-RIDI (1)
A)4SMI-RDK, Dr. Bl. Waktifl

I White Sands Misw1 Yl.g (Te&hnicid Library)
I Air Force A-Actslcs Laboralor-' Wr h--PAtttrw.m Aiu iosve Raw (AV-#A:. W. Sp-'t tTr)

5 Air Force Rocke-, Propu1I3oa L. -oratalry, Edwarda Ait Force Itue
Fla=s and Progmt Office (4)
DYSP, Dr. 1'.Quijm (1)

* 2 Dlretoae of Amament Dievelopmert. ESMI 4Mr Fo aw
ESATLEIMQ, Dr. D). f boo~u (1)

I N~forme Adiruved Ruesich ProtcLrk Agency, ),engtau
12 Defente Locwtnentatikri Ctatet
I Explosives Safety He--d (GB -210)
I Nalc~fa Aero'irutics mil vak- Aumf nitaifCce W"i
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2 ;%fac t C 'ei-o

Aerilret SoLdi 'cui. o-- r.- 3: aSr~renw, -4P1 v AP ' (A. J. St'IIk,

R G' Q. vv iracoV
1 A N 4 '16 "0',gc V r

- to-ril Appie's 4.'Ac 7Ct Labc'.uory, WestkL-y, -New. V1 k(Dr, R. E&Ihw)
-,nerul !Dlnamlcs (txo" wm Po'31-na Di'-iin, Potnn., Calif. UD. NMania C. Atynwn)

Sfvjnaia A?rspace (io:pnran on. M'r, c New Ybrk
C. PC -Bey f)1

Hrne.in,;., t;. 'W'qks, Mw:v., Urah(!:. I Zearmcr)
,itgea Aircraft k .3rnpeny, Cw'veo Ct1:" Calit (rn-; g. /BK.OC. Dr. I. -Caakzn)

I !-,rgbes .ki:,rait Co;a'-oi.y, Los .&'.-gelcs, C4 ht.. (_M.S. ASA(J, W'dg 3.66, 1. G. Siiul
It:; ?'rOPUlu'r tt-Won 'r', CIT, ,,:,de na, CM
L(KJ;Aeed hw, umfle, atei-atch &L &.'gienng C miter, l-untrile. Ahla (R R.Mktas)

I ckwx ix.vtSpace CmcnSifinvvaic. Calif. i R.. L. Count)

Mcnnell tXo-o&a As!''xnaurtcs. Huntington Beach, CaLif. R. :ofyfr;
2 Mlt-1)oneF C'ouuas CGLorvcli Sart -Moi, CUI

2Maim Compn, Ikenve, kao.

M. ikiiick 0)
X. . OornorJr. 4C

5 Yozt: ~InRi ' R.ckwe&' 0C';-k! .'moxn colunbui. i Co (H_ Steginaky)
?an Arnrrcan World A twh :njA Missile Dwlgvion, Pitinck Alt Forme bay:. Fix.
"flr H. A lkel.Jer'

Rxytheon Menmufat *ving Cornp. ly Miszile Syatenri Dis'n Bedfrd, Mas. (R. I'
I Iocke, Mv' Cthsux,, Pan', Cadif. R. A. Sm1ih)
I RocI-zrxp..' McC,,,:gor, Tex.
I The Boemng 'omnpary.. S'lttc, Waah %, 7;. 6. A. COark)
2'Tht Mar-tin C Yrn"'any. Outdo. Ra.

I Thiokol Chernica C(.mron Hi-lnvlle 1!w:. ~t. Mile, AL.
2 hokc4, Chenm.-i;., vo'in Wa~ts' i ljvison Bnghaln V'liv. U t-.
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A. lair:hvi(
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